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Abstract 

Due to the environmental issues associated with synthetic adhesives, considerable research efforts 

are dedicated to developing bio-based alternatives. While bio-based adhesives are generally more 

eco-friendly, their performance, particularly in terms of wet adhesion, is often relatively poor. This 

limitation makes them ineffective under outdoor conditions, highlighting the need for new design 

ideas.  

Mussels offer an inspiration for designing new bio-based adhesives with better wet performance, 

as they can adhere to various surfaces, even underwater, using a complex protein-based adhesive. 

It thus suggests that bio-based adhesives have the potential to work effectively in wet environments. 

As such, researchers have focused on understanding the mechanisms behind mussel adhesion, 

which are believed to play a key role in their robust adhesion behaviors. 

The objective of this PhD thesis is to explore mussel-inspired adhesion mechanisms as a means to 

design new bio-based adhesives with improved wet adhesion. To achieve this objective, various 

bio-based ingredients were selected to mimic the basic chemistry of mussel adhesive. 

Subsequently, these ingredients were combined under optimized conditions to achieve physical 

properties similar to those of mussel adhesive. The adhesion properties of these mussel-inspired 

materials were then investigated under wet conditions. The findings of this PhD study suggest that 

certain bio-based materials, with proper modification, can exhibit effective adhesion in wet 

environments.  
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Resumè 

På grund af miljøproblemer forbundet med syntetiske klæbemidler er der betydelige 

forskningsindsatser dedikeret til udvikling af bio-baserede alternativer. Selvom bio-baserede 

klæbemidler kan være mere miljøvenlige, viser de generelt relativt dårlige præstationer, især når 

det kommer til våd vedhæftning. Denne begrænsning gør dem ineffektive under udendørs forhold, 

hvilket indikerer behovet for nye designidéer. 

Mussel er en inspirationskilde til design af nye bio-baserede klæbemidler med bedre 

vådvedhæftning, da de kan hæfte til forskellige overflader, selv under vand, ved hjælp af et 

komplekst proteinbaseret klæbemiddel. Det antyder derfor, at bio-baserede klæbemidler har 

potentialet til at fungere effektivt i våde miljøer. Som sådan har forskere fokuseret på at forstå 

mekanismerne bag musselhæftning, som antages at spille en nøglerolle i deres robuste 

hæfteegenskaber. 

Dette ph.d.-projekt sigter mod at udforske mussel-inspirerede hæftemekanismer som et middel til 

at designe nye bio-baserede klæbemidler med forbedret vådvedhæftning. For at opnå dette mål 

blev forskellige bio-baserede ingredienser valgt til at efterligne den grundlæggende kemi i 

musselklæbemidlet. Derefter blev disse ingredienser kombineret under optimaliserede betingelser 

for at opnå fysiske egenskaber, der ligner dem for musselklæbemidlet. Vedhæftningsegenskaberne 

for disse mussel-inspirerede materialer blev derefter undersøgt under våde forhold. Resultaterne 

af denne ph.d.-undersøgelse antyder, at visse bio-baserede materialer, med passende modificering, 

kan udvise effektiv vedhæftning i våde miljøer. 
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1. Introduction 

In my PhD research, I aim to explore mussel-inspired adhesion mechanisms as a strategy for 

designing new bio-based adhesives that perform well in wet conditions. It is suggested that the key 

factors contributing to the underwater adhesion of mussels include: ⅰ) the presence of catechol 

groups, ⅱ) the synergy between catechol and amine functionalities, and ⅲ) the coacervation of the 

adhesive proteins. Building upon these aspects, each study focuses on selecting a bio-based 

candidate and investigating its wet performance. 

In study Ⅰ, the chitosan-alginate (Chi-Alg) complex has been chosen as a candidate due to its amine 

groups and complexation properties. To achieve catechol functionality, Chi-Alg complexes with 

catechol on one or both polymers were modified, expecting to demonstrate an enhanced wet 

performance.  

In Study Ⅱ, polylysine (-PL) and tannic acid (TA) are considered as potential candidates due to 

their combination of catechol and amine moieties. With complexation achievement in an optimized 

condition, the -PL–TA candidates are expected to exhibit strong water resistance.  

In study Ⅲ, the chitosan-catechol (ChiC) polymer is investigated as an ideal candidate, given its 

combination of catechol and amine moieties. By studying its self-complexation, the ChiC 

candidates are anticipated to be coacervates, serving as underwater adhesives suitable for 

engineering applications.  

The overall structure of this PhD thesis is as follows: Chapter 2 provides a brief introduction to 

mussel adhesion mechanisms and reviews mussel-inspired adhesives. Chapter 3 focuses on the 

experimental methods employed in this PhD study, including information on polymers 

functionality, adhesives preparation, and characterization techniques. In chapter 4, I present the 
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ideas and outlines of each study, discuss the results, and highlight the main findings. Finally, 

chapter 5 offers valuable insights and potential avenues for future research. 
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*The schematic illustration describes the adhesion system of mussels and the mussel-inspired adhesives. Reprinted 

with permission from1,2  
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2. Background 

Mussels are known for their superb wet adhesion. Inspired by this natural system, extensive 

research has been dedicated to developing mussel-inspired adhesives. This chapter of my PhD 

thesis aims to provide an overview of the literature on mussel adhesion and mussel-inspired 

adhesives. Firstly, I will briefly introduce the suggested adhesion mechanisms of mussels. Next, I 

will summarize recent studies on mussel-inspired adhesives, with a focus on bio-based materials. 

2.1 Biological inspiration: mussel adhesion 

Figure 2.1 illustrates the general anatomy of a mussel. As depicted in Figure 2.1A, mussel uses a 

group of threads, called byssus, to attach itself to surfaces.3 Among the different sections of the 

byssus, the plaque is mainly responsible for the mussel adhesion,4 which will be briefly introduced 

in the following sections. 

2.1.1 Adhesive plaque 

The adhesive (byssal) plaque is composed of a mixture of several proteins and is formed through 

a complex multi-step process. This section will introduce two aspects of the plaque: its protein 

composition (Section 2.1.1.1) and plaque formation (Section 2.1.1.2). 

 

Figure 2.1. Illustration of mussel’s anatomy, and distribution of proteins inside the plaque. A) An adult M. edulis 

mussel displaying an extensive byssus attached to a mica surface, as well as its anatomy. B) Schematic illustration of 

the mussel foot proteins distribution in the plaque. Reprinted with permission3,4. 
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2.1.1.1 Plaque compositions 

As shown in Figure 2.1B, the plaque contains six different kinds of proteins, Mfp-1, -2, -3, -4, -5, 

and -6. These proteins are secreted in a sequential order, with surface-targeted proteins (Mfp-3, 

and -5) secreted first, followed by the proteins of Mfp-2, -4, and -6, and then Mfp-1 comes last as 

a protective coating.5–7 These proteins have different molecular weights and amino acid 

compositions as studied in the literature.3–7 

Each of these proteins is suggested to contribute to the mussel adhesion in a unique way. Mfp-3 

and -5 contain a large number of surface-active groups such as catechol and amine (which will be 

discussed in Section 2.1.2),which enable strong adhesion to various materials.4,8,9 On the other 

hand, Mfp-2, -4, and -6 are considered important for adjusting the cohesive properties of the plaque 

through various covalent and non-covalent interactions. For instance, Mfp-2 is suggested to form 

coordination interactions with iron or calcium ions, acting as an ion bridge to cross-link with Mfp-

5.10–12 Lastly, Mfp-6, rich in thiolate groups, is considered responsible for the redox adjustment13 

or functions as a cross-linker to bind with Mfp-3.12,14 

2.1.1.2 Plaque formation 

 

Figure 2.2 Schematic illustration of mussel adhesive plaque formation. Reprinted with permission4 
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Figure 2.2 illustrates the multiple steps involved in the formation of the mussel adhesive plaque.4 

Initially, the mussel foot is pressed against the target surface to create contact (Figure 2.2A). Next, 

a negative pressure is created to form a cavity underneath the foot (Figure 2.2B). This suction is 

believed to serve two purposes: firstly, to provide an initial attachment to the surface, and secondly, 

to draw the adhesive proteins onto the target surface. Subsequently, it is suggested that the pH 

within the cavity is adjusted to ∼3-5, and the ionic strength to ∼0.15 M (Figure 2.2C).4 The acidity 

and low salt concentration are considered to prevent oxidative reactions of catechol groups (will 

be discussed in Section 2.1.2.1) and control proteins fluidity. Furthermore, a redox adjustment 

occurs (Figure 2.2D), which is believed to be influenced by the contrasting conditions between 

seawater (with high pH and O2 concentration) and the plaque (with low pH and an abundance of 

electron donors). This redox adjustment is considered to play a crucial role in regulating the surface 

adhesion and cohesion properties of the plaque. Following this, the Mfps are secreted in a 

sequential order (Figure 2.2E). When these proteins are mixed at a specific pH and concentration, 

they tend to undergo a liquid-liquid phase separation, which is known as coacervation (Figure 

2.2G, see Section 2.1.2.3 for more discussion on coacervation).15 Next, it is suggested that such 

coacervates may undergo phase inversion, transforming into a structured fluid (Figure 2.2H).16,17 

This is followed by an assembly process that completes the formation of an ordered coacervate 

system within the plaque (Figure 2.3I). Finally, solidification occurs in the plaque upon exposure 

to external seawater (Figure 2.2J, see Section 2.1.2.4 for discussion on curing reactions).  

2.1.2 Adhesion mechanisms 

The ability of mussels to robustly adhere to wet surfaces is suggested to be a result of several 

unique mechanisms, which will be discussed in this section. 
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2.1.2.1 Catechol chemistry 

 

Figure 2.3 Catechol-related interactions regarding the surface adhesion and cohesion of the plaque. Reprinted with 

permission18,19. 

All Mfps contain 3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine (DOPA), and its catechol groups are believed to be 

crucial for mussel adhesion.20 Catechol has been reported to exhibit versatile chemistry, enabling 

it to form numerous interactions.21,22 This versatility is suggested to enable Mfps to establish strong 

interactions with various surfaces (interfacial adhesion) as well as with other Mfps (cohesion). 

Figure 2.3 illustrates the versatile chemistry of catechol moieties in their two chemical forms: the 

reduced catechol and the oxidized quinone. It is widely believed that these two forms play a crucial 

role in the regulation of both interfacial adhesion and cohesion of the plaque.20 

ⅰ) Catechol interactions 
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Hydrogen bond: Catechol exhibits the ability to interact with various inorganic substrates, such 

as silicon, mica, glass, through non-covalent hydrogen bonding.23,24 Despite not being a covalent 

bond, the connection between catechol and inorganic substrates commonly takes the forms of 

bidentate bonding, leading to a robust surface attachment.25,26 

Coordination bond: Catechol can interact with metal ions or metal oxide surfaces, forming strong 

yet reversible coordination bonds. Within the adhesive plaque, it is suggested that this coordination 

capability is utilized to promote protein crosslinking and improve cohesiveness. However, this 

ability has been reported to be pH-dependent.27,28 At low pH, mono- complexes are formed, 

whereas at higher pH levels, the ligand affinity is enhanced, resulting in the formation of stable 

bis- and tris- complexes. 

Hydrophobic interaction: - stacking is considered the primary hydrophobic interaction 

involved in catechol interactions. For example, studies have reported that catechol moieties can 

engage in - stacking with polystyrene substrates.19,29,30 While this interaction is sensitive and 

reversible, it provides support for surface attachment and cohesion.31–33  

Cation- interaction: The catechol-NH3
+ interaction is recognized as the primary cation- 

interaction in the adhesive plaque. Despite being a non-covalent bond, cation- interactions play a 

significant role in surface adhesion and cohesion in mussels.34,35 For example, catechol can bond 

to a surface by incorporating with amine moieties. Additionally, the catechol-NH3
+ interaction can 

also occur between proteins, contributing to their cohesion property.28-30 

According to reports, catechol-related interactions appear to be dynamic and are suggested to be 

influenced by various external factors, including pH and ionic strength. In contrast to the reduced 

catechol, the oxidized quinone moieties can form more stable covalent bonds through various 

chemical reactions. 
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ⅱ) Quinone interactions 

The formation of quinones in mussel's system is suggested to occur as describes. After the creation 

of the byssus plaque, the mussel’s foot tends to lift off, exposing the plaque to seawater. When the 

pH increases to ~ 8, catechol moieties undergo oxidation, leading to the production of quinones. 

It is believed that these oxidized quinone moieties react with other functional groups in the Mfps, 

such as catechols, amines, and thiols.39 These reactions are considered to promote proteins’ cross-

linking, resulting in enhanced cohesion and water resistance of the adhesive.40 Two primary 

reactions are involved: 

Michael addition: Quinone can react with amine and thiol groups through Michael addition 

reaction. This reaction leads to the formation of a permanent covalent bond, ensuring the strong 

and long-lasting underwater adhesion in mussels’ plaque.41 

Schiff base formation: On the other hand, quinone can also react with amine groups through 

Schiff base formation.42 Unlike the Michael addition reaction, this reaction results in the formation 

of a dynamic imine bond, which is sensitive in nature. Therefore, it is believed to contribute only 

slightly to the wet adhesion of the plaque.43,44 
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2.1.2.2 Catechol-amine synergy 

 

Figure 2.4. Scheme description of catechol-amine synergistic effect on surface adhesion based on surface forces 

apparatus  technique. Reprinted with permission45. 

Recent studies suggest that catechol functionality is not the sole factor contributing to mussel’s 

wet adhesion. The synergy of catechol and amine groups is believed to be another important factor 

influencing both surface adhesion and cohesive strength of the plaque.36,43,46–50 

Maier et al. conducted a study to investigate the impact of catechol-amine synergy on surface 

adhesion of the plaque, as depicted in Figure 2.4. They synthesized three types of polymers with 

varying catechol and amine functionalities: ⅰ) polymer Ⅰ contained both catechol and amine groups, 

ⅱ) polymer Ⅱ had amine moieties without catechol, ⅲ) polymer Ⅲ had catechol moieties but 

lacked amine. Surface forces apparatus (SFA) experiments were conducted to characterize surface 

adhesion. In this method, a probe coated with a specific polymer was brought into contact with 

mica surfaces. Force-distance profiles were collected, and the maximal force during retraction was 

used to determine the wet adhesion. The polymer with both catechol and amine moieties exhibited 
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largest adhesion compared to the two other polymers. Based on these findings, it was concluded 

that the synergy between catechol and amine groups plays a crucial role in enhancing the adhesive 

properties. This study also proposed a hypothesis that a hydrated layer forms as a molecular barrier 

at the liquid-substrate interface, hindering the connection of catechol moieties with the 

substrates.51,52 However, the introduction of amine moieties displaced the hydrated layer, creating 

a single monolayer “molecular bridge” that increased adhesion.48  

 

Figure 2.5. Cooperativity of catechol-amine moieties on mussel’s cohesion. A) Structure of synthetic polymers with 

varying catechol and amine functionalities. B) Experimental schematic diagram and a representative Force-Distance 

curve for PSA-based polymers using colloidal probe spectroscopy characterization. Reprinted with permission36 

Tiu et al. employed colloidal probe spectroscopy (CPS) to investigate the influence of catechol 

and amine moieties on mussel cohesion, as depicted in Figure 2.5A.36 They synthesized various 

polymers with varying catechol and amine functionalities, such as PSA (no catechol and amine 

groups), PSA-DAc (catechol only), PSA-Lys-PEA (amine only), PSA-DAc-ABA (having catechol 

and amine located randomly along the backbone), and PSA-Lys-DA (having catechol and amine 
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located adjacent along the backbone). Adhesive forces were measured between a colloidal particle 

and a mica substrate, both coated with these polymers. Cohesion was estimated by integrating the 

area under the retraction trace in the force-distance curves, representing the separation work 

(Figure 2.5B). The results demonstrated that the polymer (PSA-Lys-DA), incorporating both 

catechol and amine moieties, exhibited higher separation work or cohesion energies compared to 

the others.  

2.1.2.3 Coacervation 

 

Figure 2.6 Mfp-3s coacervation in mussel adhesive plaque. A) Formation of Mfp-3s self-coacervates. B) 

Representative sequence of Mfp-3s. C) Interactions involved in Mfp-3s coacervation. Reprinted with permission.15,53 

The chemistry and interactions involved in mussel glue are not the only factors contributing to its 

adhesive properties. The physical properties of the glue, such as viscosity and surface tension, are 

also considered significant for wet adhesion. As discussed in the section on plaque formation, 
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mussel glue is more than just proteins dissolved in water. The proteins undergo complex phase 

transitions, including coacervation. 

There are different types of coacervation, with complex coacervation being the common one where 

oppositely charged molecules bind and neutralize each other. However, this is not typically 

observed in mussels. In the adhesive plaque of mussels, it is suggested that proteins undergo self-

coacervation. For example, Mfp-3, a cationic protein, is believed to undergo self-coacervation 

induced by changes in ionic strength or pH values.54–56 This process involves complex interactions, 

resulting in the formation of two phases: a diluted phase and a condensed phase, known as the 

coacervate phase (Figure 2.6A).57,58 

Coacervation offer advantages to adhesion as it is hyphothesized that coacervate phase has lower 

viscosity and interfacial energy compared to the dispersed protein solution (uncondensed). This 

allows for better spreadability without dispersion in seawater. The physical properties of the 

secreted glue have been suggested to significantly impact mussel adhesion.6 

As shown in Figure 2.6B, Mfp-3s have a low charge density and contain 20-30% of catechol 

moieties.46–49 In a study by Wei et al., it has been suggested that the phase separation of Mfp-3s is 

primarily driven by hydrophobic interactions and hydrogen bonding (Figure 2.7C).15 The physical 

properties of Mfp-3s coacervates were characterized using SFA and microscopy.15,63 It was found 

that Mfp-3s coacervate demonstrates significantly low interfacial energy in the range of 0.5-3.7 

mJ m-2 compared to the Mfp-3s solution. This facilitates easy surface wetting with large contact 

areas. Other studies have also reported that coacervate phase contains high protein concentrations 

and exhibits good fluidity, reduced viscosity, and low interfacial energy.54,64,65 These properties 
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enable the spontaneous spreading of mussel glue over wet surfaces, thus resulting in robust wet 

adhesion of the plaque.28,66,67 

2.1.2.4 Underwater curing 

Curability is considered a crucial factor in the creation of durable and long-last underwater 

adhesives in mussel’s system.1,46,68 Once the byssus plaque is created, the mussel’s foot tends to 

lift off, exposing the adhesive plaque to seawater with a pH of ~ 8. This exposure triggers the 

curing process, which is believed to involve the formation of coordination bonds and covalent 

bonds.69 Mussel glue curing is thought to occur through two chemical routes: 

ⅰ) Coordination chemistry 

 

Figure 2.7 Coordination chemistry in the adhesive plaque. (A) Abilities of mussels bind to the surface by coordination 

crosslinking. (B) Crosslinking variations as a function of pH value. Reprinted with permission38,66 

The plaque, besides proteins, contains inorganic elements such as Fe3+, which play a crucial role 

in creating the coordination crosslinking through DOPA-Fe3+ complexes.71 It is suggested that 

coordination interactions are dynamic and pH sensitive. During initial protein deposition in the 

plaque, the foot appears to significantly acidify the interface (pH ~ 2-4). At this point, it is believed 

that there is no coordination crosslinking or appeared in a state of the mono- complex. Upon pH 
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increasing, the coordination interactions between DOPA and Fe3+ are suggested to be occurred in 

the forms of bis-, and tris- complexes.72 The increased protein crosslinking is believed to have a 

significant impact on the transition of physical properties from a liquid to a solid state, leading to 

the enhanced mechanical properties. 

In a study conducted by Holten-Andersen, the impact of pH on the physical behavior was 

investigated.73 The study involves the reaction of a DOPA-modified polyethylene glycol polymer 

with FeCl3 in a fixed molar ratio. Mixtures were characterized by rheometry at different pH levels: 

5 (representing the proposed pH in the adhesive plaque), 8 (seawater pH), and 12 (complete tris-

DOPA-Fe3+ cross-linking) to understand the transitions. The results revealed distinct responses in 

the mixtures depending on the pH. At pH 5, the mixtures exhibited a viscous response in dynamic 

oscillatory rheology. However, as the pH was raised to 8, a transformation into a sticky gel 

occurred. Furthermore, at pH 12, an increasing elastic behavior was observed. These findings 

suggest that the increased crosslinking of DOPA-Fe3+ complexes may play a crucial role in 

enhancing the extensibility of mussel adhesives.74 Additionally, the pH responsiveness of 

coordination bonds allow the byssus plaque to exhibit “self-heal” capabilities.40 

The presence of DOPA-Fe3+ coordination moieties were found in Mfp-1. To further understand 

the impact of coordination chemistry on cohesive properties, Zeng et al. conducted a study using 

SFA.75 Specifically, they employed Mfp-1 coated mica surfaces to investigate the interactions of 

DOPA-Fe3+, both in the absence and presence of Fe3+ ions (∼10 μM, pH 5.5). When two Mfp-1 

layers were brought into contact and immediately separated, a significant and reversible adhesion 

(Fad/R: ∼−6 mN/m) was observed in the presence of Fe3+ ions. The results suggest that Fe3+ plays 

a significant role in establishing cohesive bridges between Mfp-1 molecules. 
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ⅱ) Oxidative covalent crosslinking 

 

Figure 2.8 Oxidative crosslinking mechanisms in the adhesive plaque with the pH value increasing from acid to 

alkaline. Reprinted with permission76 

In addition to coordination interactions, oxidative covalent crosslinking is another mechanism 

involved in adhesive curability.76 Figure 2.8 illustrates the chemical reactions that occur during the 

formation of the mussel adhesive plaque under reducing conditions (acidic pH) and oxidizing 
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conditions (neutral to slightly alkaline pH). As the pH increases, oxidative crosslinking begins to 

take place. Tyrosinase, acting as a catalyst, plays a key role in accelerating the reaction kinetics 

for rapid oxidative crosslinking.7 During this process, catechol moieties from DOPA are oxidized 

to quinones, which then react with the amines, leading to crosslink formation within the proteins.75 

These oxidative crosslinking reactions, including phenol coupling, Micheal addition, and Schiff 

base formation, are considered essential for enhancing cohesive strength.77–79 

In a study by Seo et al, the impact of oxidation crosslinking on cohesion properties was 

investigated using SFA.80 The SFA measurements involved obtaining force-distance curves 

between two mica surfaces coated with copolyampholyte under pH 3, 4, and 7. Cohesion was 

estimated by integrating the area under the retraction trace in the force-distance curves. It was 

found that the cohesion force between the polymer films disappeared at pH 3, whereas it increased 

to 32.9 ± 3.5 mJ/m2 at pH 7. The stronger cohesion at the higher pH is believed to be attributed to 

the oxidative crosslinking. 

2.2 Engineered bio-based adhesives 

Adhesives play a significant role in our daily lives, with billions of pounds being consumed 

globally every year.81 However, many of these adhesives are made from petroleum-derived 

polymers such as polyurethane,82 epoxy,83,84 silicone,85 cyanoacrylates,86 and acrylic87. Although 

these synthetic adhesives are effective in bonding various materials, they raise significant 

environmental concerns.88,89 Thus, bio-based adhesives from renewable biomaterials, as an 

alternative to petro-derived adhesives, have attracted great attention in recent years.90–92 

Efforts have been focused on developing bio-based adhesives using entirely or partially bio-based 

raw materials.91–95 Animal and plant sources, such as proteins, polysaccharides, and vegetable oils, 
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have been utilized as feedstocks for such adhesives.90 Despite rather dry adhesion, bio-based 

adhesives when applied to wet surfaces or exposed to outdoor environments show poor 

adhesoin.2,96 

2.2.1 Mussel-inspired bio-based adhesives 

Therefore, there is a need to enhance their wet adhesion, and that’s where the inspiration from 

mussels becomes valuable. In this section, I will briefly discuss the relevant literature on mussel-

inspired bio-based adhesives. 

2.2.1.1 Bio-based adhesives containing catechol or catechol-amine 

As discussed in Section 2.1.2.1 and 2.1.2.2, mussel adhesives contain both catechol and amine 

moieties. Some studies aim to mimic this composition by achieving either catechol or both catechol 

and amine functionalities. 

To mimic the functionality of catechol, two commonly used approaches are:  

ⅰ) grafting bio-based polymers with catechol moieties; 
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Figure 2.9 Catechol modification impacted on adhesion strength of bio-based adhesives. A) Gelatin-based adhesives 

with different catechol substitutions. B) Dopamine-functionalized alginate (Alg-DA) adhesives effected by catechol 

modification. All samples were applied onto wet porcine skin. Reprinted with permission.97,98 

Catechol is often conjugated onto biopolymers through different chemical reactions, including 

Schiff base formation and carbodiimide chemistry.99–103 In a study by Gowda et al., gelatin was 

modified with catechols using carbodiimide chemistry.104 The degree of conjugation was 

controlled by adjusting the ratio of dopamine (DA) to gelatin. As shown in Figure 2.9A, it was 

observed that catechol-modified gelatin exhibited comparable wet adhesion to commercial fibrin 

glue following appropriate modification. In another study, Hou et al. examined the impact of 

catechol on wet performance using lap shear adhesion test on porcine skin (Figure 2.9B). It was 

found that only 10% catechol group (DA) modification onto Alg led to the increase of wet adhesion 

strength from 0.5 kPa to 3.5 kPa.98 Both studies suggest that the modification of catechol can be a 

promising strategy in improving the wet adhesion of bio-based materials. While this approach has 
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proven to be effective, the synthetic routes and controls for catechol grafting adds the complexity 

to the process. 

ⅱ) mixing plant phenolics with bio-based polymers; 

 

Figure 2.10 Catechol functionalized by adding “catechol-like” plant phenols to zein-based adhesives. Adhesion 

strength performed in wet conditions. Reprinted with permission105.  

Another alternative method is to use a mixing approach instead of grafting. This method is simpler 

but offers less control over the degree of grafting. 

Schmidt et al. conducted a study combining zein with phenolic components from plants, including 

catechol, tannic acid, caffeic acid, gallic acid and others.105 The bonding performance was tested 

on wet aluminum substrates using lap shear configurations. Figure 2.10 illustrates the structures 

of plant phenols and the preparation of zein-based adhesives by combining these components in 

an optimized weight ratio. The addition of plant phenols led to a significant increase in wet 

adhesion strength, ranging from ~ 2 MPa to ~ 4.9 MPa, compared to pure zein adhesives with ~ 1 

MPa. This suggests that incorporating plant phenols is an effective approach to enhance the wet 

performance of bio-based adhesives. 
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As a comparison, there have been limited reports on bio-based adhesives with both catechol and 

amine functionalities by a mixing manner. To mimic the amine functionalities, researchers have 

introduced polymers with amine moieties into their adhesive formulations, following the 

established approach of utilizing catechol functionality. 

Figure 2.11 Bio-based adhesives prepared by mixing soybean proteins, TA, and PEI. Graph B reprinted with 

permission106. 

In a study by Wang et al., a soybean meal-based adhesive was prepared by combining tannic acid 

(TA) and polyethyleneimine (PEI) with soybean protein to achieve both functionalities.106 Wet 

adhesion strength were measured underwater after 3 hours. Figure 2.11 illustrates the preparation 

of soybean-based adhesives and the effect of one or both functionalities on adhesion properties. It 

was found that both TA and PEI co-crosslinking systems exhibited improved wet adhesion strength, 

exceeding ~ 0.7 MPa. On the other hand, adding TA or PEI alone to pure soybean did not lead to 

a significant enhancement in wet adhesion strength. These findings suggest that, both catechol and 

amine functionality are crucial in the design of bio-based adhesives.107–109  
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2.2.1.2 Mussel-inspired bio-based adhesives based on coacervation 

 

Figure 2.12 Preparation of bio-based adhesives in a coacervation and their wet adhesion measurements. A) Water 

resistance properties of zein-base adhesives after immersion underwater for 7 days. The underwater adhesion strength 

of B) polyamidoamine-epichlorohydrin (PAE)-base adhesives after soaking at different pH values for one day; and C) 

poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA)-based adhesives as a function of soaking time and the recycling tests. Graph A reprinted 

with permission2. Graph B reprinted with permission110. Graph C reprinted with permission111 

Coacervation is an aspect of mussels that has been mimicked to enhance the wet adhesion of bio-

based adhesives. For instance, Moghaddam et al. investigated the impact of coacervation on the 

water resistance of zein-based adhesives.2 Three types of systems were prepared to compare the 

effect of coacervation on adhesion behaviors: pure zein, zein mixed with tannic acid in a solution 

without coacervation, and zein and tannic acid in a coacervation state. The formation of zein-TA 

coacervate was achieved by adding TA into a zein solution under optimized conditions, where 
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exhibiting properties similar to mussel glue (as shown in the insert photo of Figure 2.11A). To 

assess water resistance, a lap shear adhesion test was conducted after 7 days of underwater 

immersion. The results showed that pure zein polymers exhibited no water resistance, while the 

addition of TA to the zein solution led to a slight improvement of ~ 0.2 MPa. In contrast, the zein-

TA coacervate demonstrated a significant improvement in water resistance, reaching ~ 2.5 MPa. 

This improvement can be attributed to the unique properties of coacervates, such as reduced 

solubility, decreased swelling, and enhanced crosslinking. 

In another study by Wang et al., a polyelectrolyte-based adhesive was reported by combining TA 

and polyamidoamine-epichlorohydrin (PAE) polycation.110 In this approach, an aqueous TA 

solution was added to the PAE solution in an optimized ratio and mixed manually. The resulting 

mixture underwent precipitation, leading to the formation of fluidic condensates. Over time, these 

condensates transformed into a solid-like water-immiscible coacervate phase (as shown in the 

inserted photo of Figure 2.11B). To evaluate the underwater adhesion properties, the specimens 

were immersed in an aqueous solution for 24 hours and then subjected them to a lap shear adhesion 

test. The results suggested that adhesives in a coacervate state exhibited a strong underwater 

adhesive strength up to ~ 600 kPa. 

Furthermore, Lee et al. developed an underwater adhesive with reusable properties by simply 

mixing poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) and TA solutions.111 During the mixing process, a turbid 

precipitation was observed, and the sticky part was collected as the adhesive (see Figure 2.11C). 

The resulting coacervates were applied onto an aluminum plate in water, then the other plate was 

pressed on top with a fixed contact force of 50 N. After 24 hours, a tensile adhesion test was 

performed on the specimen. The attaching and detaching cycle was repeated up to 10 times without 
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exchanging the adhesive. This result demonstrated that the PVA-TA coacervate maintained nearly 

100% of its initial adhesion strength, even after 10 repetitions of attach-detach cycles. 

To summarize, these studies emphasize the potential of coacervation as a valuable strategy to 

enhance the water resistance, adhesive strength, and reusability of bio-based adhesives. They offer 

valuable insights for the development of innovative bio-based adhesive designs. 

2.2.1.3 Bio-based adhesives with mussel-inspired curing chemistry 

As discussed in Section 2.1.2.4, mussel glue undergoes a series of coordination chemistry and 

oxidative covalent crosslinking among the proteins. These mechanisms have been employed in the 

development of curable bio-based wet adhesives. 

In mussel’s system, it has reported that adhesive curability is primarily triggered by pH values. 

However, other factors such as UV, chemical oxidants, and enzymes have also been suggested to 

promote curability. Here are examples of each stimulus:  

A study conducted by Levkin’s group, it reported a photo-cross-linking reaction involved the 

oxidation of dopamine112 and plant polyphenols, 113 using UV irradiation. For example, with UV 

treatment, catechol moieties generated various radical compounds, leading to the production of 

quinones.114–116 The quinones could crosslink with catechol or other quinones, forming complex 

intermolecular netweorks.117 As a result, this method led to the formation of a coating with 

enhanced stability. In a related study, Hong et al. developed a methacrylated gelatin-based 

adhesive that exhibited strong binding to wet tissue surfaces after UV activation (Figure 2.13A).118 

The gels formed within seconds, and their adhesion was evaluated by testing the hemostatic 

performance. It was observed that the adhesives treated with UV exhibited reduced bleeding and 
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enhanced mechanical property. This result suggested that adhesives after UV treatment can be 

curable with an enhanced adhesion strength, possibly due to the increased molecular crosslinking. 

 

Figure 2.13. Mussel-inspired curability in different ways. A) Methacrylated gelatin-based adhesives treated by UV 

light; B) poly(ethylene glycol)-DA adhesives cured by different pH values; C) Alg-DA cured and gelled by 

horseradish peroxidase (HRP) treatment. Graph A reprinted with permission.118 Graph B reprinted with permission.119 

Graph C reprinted with permission.98 

The addition of chemical oxidants is proposed as another way to induce adhesives curability, which 

can be achieved by controlling the concentrations of oxidants, the ratios of oxidants to catechol, 

and the reaction time.44,98,120 Four chemical oxidant agents including NaOH,121,122 metal ions,123,124 

NaIO4,
125–127 and H2O2,

120,128,129 have been widely used for adhesive curability. 
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Morgan et al. conducted a study on the curing of poly(ethylene glycol)-DA adhesives under 

different pH values controlled by NaOH concnetrations.119 The impact of the cured adhesives on 

wet adhesion was investigated using lap shear test on porcine skin. As shown in Figure 2.13B, 

with pH increasing, adhesives exhibited the largest lap adhesion strength ~ 8 kPa at pH 7.4, which 

was four times stronger than those at other pH levels.  

Another example involves the use of metal ions to achieve adhesive curability through 

coordination crosslinking. Li et al. conducted a study on a metal-crosslinked ɛ-poly-L-lysine tissue 

adhesive by introducing a low Fe3+ content at pH  7.4.124 The wet adhesion properties were 

envaluated using a lap shear test on collagen substrates. The results demonstrated that the adhesive 

strength reached ∼105 kPa, which was about eight times higher than that of fibrin glues. 

In addition to metal ions, chemical oxidants such as NaIO4 have also been utilized to promote 

curability of bio-based adhesives. Lee et al. reported that the addition of NaIO4 to DOPA-modified 

poly (ethylene glycol) resulted in rapid gelation with an improved crosslinking network.130 This 

approach showed promise in adhesive’s curability; however, it is important to consider that these 

chemical oxidants are generally cytotoxic and have limitations in biological science due to their 

potential adverse effects.  

Alternatively, enzyme-mediated approaches offer a promising way to achieve curability. Enzymes 

like horseradish peroxidase (HRP),131 laccases,132 and tyrosinase,133,134 have been used in the 

curability of bio-based adhesives for tissue engineering applications. Hou et al. developed an 

alginate-based adhesive cured by HRP for adhesion strength improvement.98 In this system, 

catechol oxidative cross-linking was achieved in the presence of HRP and H2O2. The adhesion 

strength was determined by lap shear adhesion tests on porcine skin. Figure 2.13C illustrates that 
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the alginate-based adhesives were cured in a gel state and exhibited improved adhesion strength 

of ~ 8 kPa. 

These methods have been suggested as effective tools for achieving curability in bio-based 

adhesives. Additional examples or methods for adhesives curability are summarized in Table 2.1. 

Compared to adhesives without any curing treatment, the use of mussel-inspired curing chemistry 

has shown promise in enhancing the wet performance of bio-based adhesives. 

Table 2.1. The determination of wet adhesion from bio-based adhesives with different cured methods. 

Curing methods Bio-based adhesives Treat time 

Adhesion in wet condition 

Ref. 
[kPa] substrates  

Stimuli-induced 

UV Gelatin-based 60 s 120 Collagen films 135 

Heat Zein-TA 24 h 400 Aluminum 136 

Oxidant agents 

NaIO4 Gelatin-TA 108 s 36.31 Bovine leather 137 

H2O2 TA-Polyamine 0.5 h 1060 Plywood 138 

pH PEG-DA 12 h 8 Porcine skin 119 

Enzyme-mediated 

HRP EPL-based 3 s 147 Porcine skin 131 

Laccase Soy protein 24 h 3600 Wood 132 

Tyrosinase Chi-based 24 h 400 Glass 139 
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3 Experimental methods 

In this chapter, I will present the experimental methods used in my PhD research. First, I will 

provide a brief introduction to the synthetic methods used for substituting catechol onto the 

biopolymers. Next, I will describe the preparation process for each bio-based adhesive, along with 

an overview of the employed characterization methods.  

3.1 Catechol-functionalized biopolymers: Synthesis 

In papers Ⅰ and paper Ⅲ, biopolymers were functionalized with catechol moieties. In paper Ⅰ, Chi 

and Alg were each substituted with ~ 20% catechol. This substitution was accomplished through 

two different reactions: Schiff base formation and Carbodiimide coupling, respectively. In paper 

Ⅲ, Chi was synthesized using the same method, but with varying levels of catechol substitution 

ranging from 10% to 50%. The specific procedures for each method are described below: 

3.1.1 Chitosan-catechol 

 

Figure 3.1 Synthetic reaction and structure of ChiC. 

Figure 3.1 depicts the synthesis of Chitosan-catechol (ChiC) through a Schiff base reaction. The 

catechol moiety is introduced onto Chi by nucleophilic addition between amine groups (-NH2) 

from Chi and aldehyde groups (-CHO) from 3, 4-Dihydroxybenzaldehyde (DHBA), followed by 

a reductive amination reaction.140–142 The synthesis steps and reagent ratios were adopted from a 
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previous study.126 Briefly, 2 g of Chi (~13 mmol glucosamine repeat units) were added into 140 

ml of 1 wt% glacial acetic acid solution and stirred overnight. The pH was adjusted to 4.5 using 1 

M HCl, and then a DHBA solution (60 ml, methanol: water = 2: 4) was added to the reaction 

mixture. The pH was monitored and readjusted to around 4.5 throughout the synthesis process. 

The degree of catechol conjugation can be controlled by adjusting the mass of DHBA and reaction 

time, as shown in Table 3.1. For the reductive amination step, NaCNBH3 (2 g, dissolved into 50 

ml of water at pH 4.5) was added gradually over 15 minutes, and the mixture was kept stirring for 

4 h. Subsequently, the pH was adjusted to 6.5 by dropwise addition of 1 M NaOH under vigorous 

stirring to precipitate the polymers. The precipitates were collected via centrifugation (6.5 K 

rpm/min, 5 min) and re-dissolved in ~ 50 ml of 1 M HCl. The resulting solution was dialyzed for 

48 h against an HCl solution (pH 3.0-3.5) using a regenerated cellulose dialysis membrane with a 

molecular weight cutoff of 3.5 KDa. During the first 8 h, the HCl solution was exchanged every 2 

h. After 48 h, dialysis was continued in Mili-Q water for an additional 4 h to remove excess HCl. 

The ChiC products, with a yield of ~ 75%, were finally obtained via freeze-drying. 
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Table 3.1 Summary of the conditions for substituting catechol onto Chi from 10% to 50% 

Target 

Samples 

Mass of DHBA 

added (g) 

Reaction 

time 

(hours) 

Reducing 

time 

(hours) 

Reducing 

agent 

pH Values 

For 

reaction 

For 

precipitation 

ChiC10% 0.16 1 

4 NaCNBH3 4.5 6.5 

ChiC20% 0.5 1 

ChiC25% 0.65 1 

ChiC34% 1.0 1 

ChiC43% 1.5 1 

ChiC54% 2.5 2 

 

3.1.2 Alginate-catechol 

 

Figure 3.2 One-step conjugation of catechol onto Alg. 

Figure 3.2 illustrates the synthesis of alginate-catechol (AlgC) by coupling carboxylic groups (-

COOH) from Alg with the amine groups (-NH2) from DA, using 1-ethyl-3-(3-

dimethylaminopropyl)-carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC) and N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide (NHS) 

as catalysts.98,143–145 Briefly, 2 g Alg (~10 mmol in terms of repeating unit) was dissolved in 200 

ml of water and stirred overnight, followed by pH adjustment to 4.5 using 1 M HCl. Subsequently, 

1.2 g of EDC and 2.0 g of NHS (both 10 mmol) were gradually added to the solution. After 30 
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minutes, 2.0 g DA•HCl was added to the solution in a 1: 1 molar ratio with Alg. The reaction was 

then conducted at room temperature overnight while maintaining a pH of ~ 4.5. The solution was 

then dialyzed for 2 days using acidic water (pH 4.5), followed by dialysis with water for 4 hours, 

and finally freeze-dried. This process yielded ~ 90% dry solids. 

During the synthesis and dialysis procedures of both ChiC and AlgC, tin foil papers were used to 

prevent the production of light-induced adducts. The resulting ChiC and AlgC products were 

stored at -20℃ in a desiccator for future use.  

3.2 Preparation of adhesives 

This section provides a detailed description of the preparation process for each adhesive.  

3.2.1 Preparation of Chi-Alg-based adhesives 

 

Figure 3.3 Procedures of Chi-Alg complex preparation. 

In this study, I prepared four different types of polyelectrolyte complexes using a simple method: 

Chi-Alg, ChiC-Alg, Chi-AlgC, and ChiC-AlgC. Initially, the biopolymers were dissolved in a 

solution containing 15 mM NaCl at pH 3.0 overnight. The pH was then readjusted to 3.0 by adding 

1 M HCl dropwise. Next, 10 ml of Alg/AlgC (5 mg/ml) solutions were added suddenly to Chi/ChiC 

(10 mg/ml) solutions in a 1:1 volumetric ratio under continuous magnetic stirring (450 rpm/min). 

Upon mixing, the solutions instantly turned cloudy. After 15 minutes, the precipitates were 
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collected by centrifugation (6.5 K rpm, 30 min), as shown in Figure 3.3. The collected precipitates 

were then used directly for adhesion tests and other characterizations. 

3.2.2 Preparation of -PL–TA adhesives 

The preparation of -PL–TA adhesives involved two steps: first, obtaining the -PL–TA complexes, 

followed by the preparation of the adhesives with different formulations. 

 

Figure 3.4 Formation of -PL–TA complexes. (A) Mixture solution of -PL (40 wt%) and TA (20 wt%) in a 1:1 

weight ratio without pH adjustment. (B) Mixture solution with pH adjustment ranging from 3.0 to 10.0. (C) The 

collected precipitates (-PL–TA complexes) were vacuum dried and ground for further adhesives preparation and 

characterization. (Red asterisk indicates no complexes) 

Figure 3.4 illustrates the formation of -PL–TA complexes through several steps. Initially, TA (20 

wt%) and -PL (40 wt%) solutions were prepared in water. Then, 5 g of TA (20 wt%) solution was 

suddenly added to the -PL (40 wt%) solution in a 1: 1weight ratio under continuous magnetic 

stirring at 450 rpm/min. Initially, no precipitation was observed in this mixture (Figure 3.4A), and 

the pH was measured to be ~ 2.3. Subsequently, the pH was adjusted from 3.0 to 10.0 by adding 

10 M NaOH dropwise while stirring. Precipitation occurred at certain pH values (Figure 3.4B), 

and the resulting precipitates were collected by centrifugation at 6.5 K rpm/min for 5 minutes. 

They were then dried in a vacuum oven for two days and finally crushed into powders for further 

adhesive preparation (Figure 3.4C). 
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Figure 3.5 Preparation of -PL–TA adhesives. 

Dried powder complexes were then used to prepare water-based adhesives, as shown in Figure 3.5. 

Briefly, 1.2 g water was added into the dried complexes in a 6: 4 weight ratio and manually mixed 

until a uniform phase was obtained. In a separate set of adhesives, glycerol diglycidyl ether (GDE) 

was included as an additional component. The hybrid adhesives, with various GDE concentrations, 

are summarized in Table 3.2. For all adhesives, the weight ratio of water content was fixed at 60%. 

Table 3.2 Formulations of -PL–TA adhesives with various GDE concentrations 

Adhesives Mass of dry complex (g) Mass of GDE (g) Mass of water (g) 

0% GDE 0.8 - 

1.2 

2.5% GDE 0.78 0.02 

5% GDE 0.76 0.04 

10% GDE 0.72 0.08 

20% GDE 0.64 0.16 

3.2.3 Preparation of ChiC adhesives 

 

Figure 3.6 Phase separation of one typical ChiC solution. 

In study Ⅲ, ChiC adhesives were prepared following these steps. First, ChiC conjugates with 

varying catechol contents (10%, 20%, 25%, 34% 43%, and 54%) were synthesized as described 
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in Section 3.1.1. Then, 1.5 g of ChiC products were dissolved in a 150 ml solution containing 1 

mM NaCl at pH 3.0 overnight. The pH value was then readjusted back to 3.0 from the initial 

solution (with a pH range of ~ 4-5). For each ChiC solution, the final ionic strength was varied 

from 0.1 to 2.0 M, as illustrated in Figure 3.6. This variations was achieved by preparing various 

NaCl solutions with pH 3.0 and ionic strengths ranging from 0.2 to 4.0 M. Subsequently, 5 ml of 

these solutions were rapidly added to the ChiC solutions in a 1: 1 volume ratio under continuous 

magnetic stirring at 450 rpm/min. Upon mixing, phase separation occurred, with the observations 

depending on the catechol content and ionic strength. Finally, for samples where precipitation 

occurred, the precipitates were collected through centrifugation at 6500 rpm for 5 minutes and 

further examined for adhesion measurements.  

Horseradish peroxidase (HRP) and hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) were employed to facilitate the 

curing of ChiC coacervates. Specifically, ChiC coacervates with a catechol content of 25% and 

prepared at an ionic strength of 1.2 M were selected for this experimental study. The preparation 

process consisted of two equal parts: one containing ChiC and HRP, and the other containing ChiC 

and H2O2 (see Table 3.3 for specific details). In the first part, 100 µl of HRP (1 mg/ml ) was added 

to 0.5 g of ChiC coacervates, while in the second part, 100 µl of H2O2 (8 mg/ml) was mixed with 

0.5 g of ChiC coacervates. The two parts were thoroughly mixed using a spatula. The adhesion 

properties of the cured ChiC adhesives were further determined underwater. 

Table 3.3 Preparation of ChiC adhesives treated by HRP and H2O2 

Adhesives 
ChiC coacervates 

(g) 

HRP (1 mg/ml) 

(µl) 

H2O2 (8 mg/ml) 

(µl) 

Weight Ratio 

ChiC/HRP ChiC/H2O2  

Part Ⅰ 0.5 100 - 1500: 1 - 

Part Ⅱ 0.5 - 100 - 625: 1 
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3.3 Characterization 

3.3.1 Lap shear adhesion testing 

 

Figure 3.7 Lap shear adhesion measurements for wet adhesion determination. A) Illustration of lap shear configuration 

and substrates. B) A representative force curve obtained from -PL–TA adhesives, with the red spot indicating the 

maximum force at the point of failure. 

Single-lap shear adhesion tests were conducted using the Universal Testing System (Instron 34SC-

2, USA) equipped with two different loading cells. For study Ⅰ, a 50 N loading cell was employed, 

while a 2 kN loading cell was utilized for study Ⅱ. Adhesion measurements were performed on 

aluminum substrates. Prior to testing, pre-cut aluminum substrates with dimensions of 50 mm × 

12 mm × 10 mm (L×W×H) were prepared by polishing and cleaning with ethanol and acetone. 

The adhesive was then applied between the two aluminum substrates, creating an overlap area of 

12 mm × 12 mm (Figure 3.7A), and the substrates were clamped together. 

Adhesion strength was evaluated by removing the samples from water and subjecting them to a 

controlling pulling force at a speed of 1.5 mm/min until failure. The maximum force at the point 

of failure was recorded, as indicated by the red point in Figure 3.7B. The shear adhesion strength 

(expressed in kPa or MPa) was calculated by dividing the maximum force at joint failure by the 
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overlapping area, using the force curves obtained from the tests. The data were plotted as mean ± 

standard deviation based on seven specimens. Statistical evaluation was conducted using a one-

way analysis of variance test with OriginPro 2021 software. Adhesion strengths were considered 

statistically significant with a level of p < 0.001. 

3.4.2 Underwater tensile adhesion testing 

 

Figure 3.8 Underwater tensile adhesion test. A) Images and schematic illustration of the tensile adhesion test setup. 

B) A representative force-displacement curve obtained from ChiC adhesives, with the red point indicating the 

maximum force at the point of failure. 

In study Ⅲ, tensile adhesion testing was performed on a universal testing machine equipped with 

a 50 N loading cell. The configuration consists of two aluminum cylinders fixed to the machine 

(Figure 3.8A). To measure the adhesion underwater, a given amount of the adhesive sample was 

applied to the lower cylinder (diameter: 20 mm). Subsequently it was immersed in a tank container 

filled with 1 mM NaCl solution. The upper cylinder (diameter: 10 mm) then approached the lower 

cylinder at a controlled speed of 1 mm/min until a contact made (setpoint force: 10 N; duration 

time: 60 s). Afterwards, the upper cylinder was retracted until separation, and a force-displacement 

curve was recorded (Figure 3.8B). The adhesion strength was calculated based on the following 

equation: 
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𝐴𝑑ℎ𝑒𝑠𝑖𝑜𝑛 𝑠𝑡𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑔𝑡ℎ (𝑃𝑎) =
𝑀𝑎𝑥𝑖𝑚𝑢𝑚 𝐹𝑜𝑟𝑐𝑒 (𝑁)

𝑂𝑣𝑒𝑟𝑙𝑎𝑝𝑝𝑒𝑑 𝑎𝑟𝑒𝑎(𝑝𝑟2, 𝑚2)
 

The results were expressed as mean ± standard deviation based on ten replica specimens. 

3.4.3 Quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) 

QCM-D (Biolin Scientific Q-SenseE1, Sweden) was utilized to investigate the complexation and 

stability of Chi-Alg-based complexes. The experimental protocols involved two steps: the 

multilayers buildup via the layer-by-layer assembly and the pH cycle tests from 3.0 to 9.0. 

First, the sensors were cleaned and experienced several treatments, as follows: The silica-coated 

sensors (QSX 303, Biolin Scientific) were first cleaned with water and acetone, dried with 

compressed air, and then subjected to a 5-minutes treatment with Plasma (PDC-32G plasma 

cleaner, Harrick Plasma) at medium intensity under a water atmosphere (vapor pressure of 500 

mTorr) to remove organic contaminants. Subsequently, they were immersed in an 18 (v/v)% 3-

glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilan (GOPS)/acetone solution for 24 h, rinsed with acetone three times 

to remove any unreacted GOPS, and kept at 80 °C for 1 h. The sensors were then rinsed into 200 

ppm of Chi solution (pH 3.0) for 20 minutes, followed by rinsing water to remove the unreacted 

Chi polymers. Having sensors treatment, the entire system was cleaned by flushing 2% hellmanex 

for 30 minutes and water for 1 h. 

The deposition of multilayers was achieved through layer-by-layer (LbL) techniques on the 

modified sensors.  Briefly, a 15 mM of NaCl at pH 3 was injected at a flow rate of 150 μl/min until 

a stable baseline was reached. The first layer was formed by flushing a 200 ppm Alg solution for 

20 minutes, followed by rinsing with a background solution (15 mM of NaCl, pH 3) for an 

additional 20 minutes. For the second layer, a 200 ppm Chi solution was introduced for 20 minutes, 
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followed by another 20-minute rinse with the same background solution. This process was 

repeated seven times to yield a Chi-Alg multilayer (14 layers in total). The same procedure was 

conducted to create the Chi-AlgC, ChiC-Alg, and ChiC-AlgC multilayers. Each combination was 

independently measured three times. 

After multilayers creation, the pH cycle tests were performed by sequentially loading acidic (NaCl 

15 mM, pH 3) and basic (NaCl 15 mM, pH 9) solutions for 20 minutes each, repeated three times. 

To maintain a stable pH value of the basic solution, the pH 9.0 solution was freshly prepared by 

adding 15 µl of 0.1 M NaOH to 30 ml of 15 mM NaCl. The shifts in frequency (Δf) and dissipation 

(ΔD) were monitored and analyzed using the QTools software (Q-Sense, Sweden). 

3.4.4 Attenuated Total Reflection (ATR) Infrared Spectroscopy 

In study Ⅱ, ATR spectroscopy was employed to analyze the structural of -PL–TA adhesives. All 

of the samples were fully dried, ground into powder, and stored in a desiccator. The ATR spectra 

were collected by a VERTEX80v Fourier transform vacuum spectrometer from Bruker Optics 

GmbH Fourier. The Fourier-transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) apparatus was equipped with 

a Germanium on KBr beam splitter, a liquid N2-cooled HgCdTe detector, and a thermal globar 

radiation source. The sample spectra were recorded in blocks of 300 scans within the wavenumber 

range of 700 to 3800 cm-1, with a resolution of 2 cm-1. Background spectra with a cleaned Ge 

crystal were collected before and after sample measurements. The spectra data were processed and 

analyzed using OPUS-7.2 software (Bruker Optik GmbH, Germany). Specifically, the absorption 

spectra were firstly obtained by averaging the sample and background scans, and further 

adjustments were made to correct for any residual water vapor absorption occurring in the 
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atmosphere. Following this, a baseline correction was then performed. Finally, an ATR correction 

was applied to account for the wavelength-dependent penetration depth of the infrared probe beam. 

Curve-fitting process was carried out using OPUS-7.2 software to handle the congested spectra of 

overlapped peaks in the range of 1250-980 cm-1. The specific procedures involved the following 

steps 146,147: (i) selecting the frequency range (two options: 1050-700 cm-1 or 1416-700 cm-1) for 

normalization, (ii) identifying the overlapped peaks (1250-980 cm-1) for analysis, and (iii) fitting 

the wavelength within the ranges from 1250 cm-1 to 980 cm-1 for Voigt modeling. For quantitative 

analysis (step iii), it was employed using OriginPro 2021 software by integrating the peak area 

within the range of 1150-1050 cm-1. The results were statistically evaluated using the coefficient 

of determination(R squared), which was considered trustable due to the high accuracy (R2 > 0.998). 

3.4.5 Other characterization techniques (UV-Vis, DLS, AF4, and TGA) 

In addition to the mentioned techniques, I employed several other methods to characterize my 

samples, including NMR spectroscopy, Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS), UV-Vis spectroscopy, 

and Thermogravimetric Analysis (TGA). Standard protocols were followed for all of these 

techniques. 

NMR experiments were carried out on a Bruker Avance, 400 MHz using D2O as a solvent and 

TMS as the internal reference. The acquired data was processed using Mestrenova 11.0.0 software. 

This method was utilized to investigate the structure of biopolymers, such as ε-PL, ChiC, and AlgC.  

DLS measurements were employed on a Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS90 instrument to estimate the 

hydrodynamic size of ChiC and AlgC. Solutions of 2 mg/ml-1 Chi/ChiC (in 0.1 M citric acid-

Na2HPO4 buffer; pH 3.0) and Alg/AlgC (in water; pH 6.0) were prepared and filtered through a 

0.45 µm polyether sulfone (PES) membrane.  
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UV-Vis spectroscopy was employed on a NanoDrop 2000c Spectrophotometer to determine the 

catechol content of ChiC and AlgC. The spectra were collected in the range of 200 to 800 nm. 

Samples were measured in a quartz cuvette with a path length of 10 mm, and background 

absorption was subtracted prior to measurement. To determine the degree of catechol conjugation, 

biopolymers were dissolved in an aqueous buffer solution at a concentration of 0.1 mg/ml. For the 

creation of a standard curve, a series of DA solutions with varying concentrations were prepared 

by diluting the stock solution (1 mg/ml). The standard curve was created by plotting the absorbance 

at 280 nm, and the degree of conjugation was calculated using the equation derived from the 

standard curve.  

A TGA 5500 analyzer (Mettler Toledo, Guyancourt, France) was used to investigate the thermal 

stability of -PL–TA complexes. Sample weighing 3-5 mg was placed into a platinum pan and 

heated at a rate of 10 ℃/min under a nitrogen atmosphere with a flow rate of 20 ml/min, within a 

temperature range from 25 to 800 ℃. 
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4. Summary of results 

As discussed in the background chapter, recent studies have been dedicated to developing bio-

based adhesives with improved functionality in wet environments. Mimicking mussel adhesion 

mechanisms can be a promising strategy to achieve this goal. While most studies have primarily 

focused on utilizing mussel-inspired catechol chemistry for designing bio-based adhesives, only a 

limited number of studies have recognized the importance of incorporating amine functionality 

and coacervation. In this section, the scope and main findings of my three studies will be discussed. 

Each study investigated a bio-based candidate that mimics all three mussel adhesion mechanisms: 

ⅰ) containing catechol or catechol-like groups,  

ⅱ) having amine moieties,  

ⅲ) undergoing complexation/coacervation. 

4.1 Catechol-modified Chi-Alg complexes (Paper Ⅰ) 

Chi and Alg are oppositely charged polysaccharides that can form polyelectrolyte complexes 

driven by electrostatic forces.148–150 Additionally, Chi is a polyamine, allowing Chi-Alg complexes 

to fulfill two out of the three design criteria. Based on this, it was hypothesized that the addition 

of catechol groups to Chi-Alg complexes would meet all three criteria and expect the enhanced 

wet performance.  

To achieve this, Chi and Alg were each substituted with ~ 20% catechol groups for several reasons. 

First, it allowed for the retention of a considerable number of charge. Second, it introduced 

catechol-amine crosslinking. Four complex combinations (Chi-Alg, ChiC-Alg, Chi-AlgC, and 

ChiC-AlgC) were investigated to determine the impact of having catechol on one or both polymers 

on the adhesion performance. 
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First, ChiC and AlgC were synthesized using Schiff base formation and carbodiimide coupling 

reactions, respectively. The overall synthetic route is summarized in Figure 4.1, and the specific 

synthesis procedures are described in Section 3.1.1. The successful catechol modification was 

confirmed using 1H-NMR and UV-Vis spectroscopy (see discussion in paper Ⅰ). The degree of 

catechol conjugation was determined to be 20.2% and 18.7% for ChiC and AlgC, respectively, 

using UV-Vis measurements. 

 

Figure 4.1 Overall synthetic routes and reactions involved in the synthesis of (a) ChiC and (b) AlgC.  

A QCM-D investigation was conducted to determine whether the addition of catechol to the 

polymers affects complexation, i.e., the amount of complex formed. To address this question, an 

experiment was designed to study the LbL assembly of each complex combination using QCM-D. 

In this method, the oppositely charged polymers are deposited on the QCM-D sensor in a step-by-

step manner to create a multilayer through polymer complexation. QCM-D allows for an 

estimation of the mass or amount of the deposited multilayer/complex, which provides insight into 

how the additional catechol introduction impacted the complexation. Figure 4.2 illustrates the 
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QCM-D data in terms of the shifts in the oscillation frequency (F) and dissipation factor (D). The 

ΔF correlates to the effective mass (complex plus water content) coupled to the sensor, while the 

ΔD represents the ability of multilayers to dissipate the oscillatory energy. Both parameters are 

relevant for determining mass and viscoelastic properties and serve as measures of the amount of 

adsorbed complexes.151 As shown, ΔF and ΔD are almost the same for all combinations, indicating 

that the amount of adsorbed complex is approximately the same. This finding suggests that 

replacing 20% of ionic units with catechol groups does not significantly impact the complexation 

process. Thus, in these complexes, biopolymers are formed mainly driven by long-range 

electrostatics. 

Figure 4.2 Complexes determination via LbL assembly. QCM-D data of a) frequency and b) dissipation shifts for 3rd 

overtone as a function of layers number (Odd layer: Alg or AlgC polymer, Even layer: Chi or ChiC polymer). 

To investigate the impact of catechol on the stability of Chi-Alg complexes, an additional 

experiment was conducted after complexation. The hypothesis was that the addition of catechol 

moieties could result in catechol-amine interaction, potentially affecting the intermolecular 

network.34,152,153 To answer this question, a pH cycle test at 3 and 9 was performed after the LbL 

assembly. Upon switching the pH to 9.0, one expected that catechol moieties could oxidize and 

cross-link with amine groups, creating intermolecular cross-linking networks that may impact pH 
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stability.34,152,153 The stability of the complexes was characterized using QCM measurements to 

investigate their pH responsiveness.  

Figure 4.3 illustrates the swelling and shrinking behaviors of the complexes. Overall, it was found 

that all complexes showed an increased in D and a decreased in F when the pH increased from 3 

to 9. This results indicated that all complexes demonstrated a swelling behavior, which could cause 

by the excess negative charge generated (i.e., reduced charge on Chi and increased charge on Alg). 

Notably, the changes in D and F varied to different extents depending on the presence of catechol 

on one or both polymers, indicating their differences in stability. 

The reference complex (Chi-Alg), mainly driven by electrostatic forces, exhibited irreversible 

swelling/collapse with quite large changes in F and D (Figure 4.3a). Additionally, F and D 

demonstrated an increasing magnitude with each cycle. These observations collectively indicated 

the absence of stabilizing covalent interactions in the complex. Having catechol modification, one 

expect the presence of catechol-amine interactions could render reversible swell/collapse cycles 

with reduced structural changes. Interestingly, the ChiC-Alg multilayer (Figure 4.3b) also 

displayed quite a similar behavior to Chi-Alg multilayer, suggesting a lack of stable structure 

despite the presence of catechol groups. In contrast, Chi-AlgC (Figure 4.3c) and ChiC-AlgC 

(Figure 4.3d) multilayer demonstrated a small shift in F and D with each cycle, indicating a more 

stable and reversible swelling-collapse behavior. These results demonstrate that having catechol 

on Alg significantly improves pH stability, which could be attributed to the catechol-amine 

association. However, having catechol only on Chi did not improve the stability, suggesting that 

catechol-amine interactions are only possible between Chi units (inter- and intra-chain), thus, 

leading to Alg excluded from the intermolecular cross-linked network. Nevertheless, having 

catechol on Alg enables the intermolecular cross-linking of Chi and Alg chains. 
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Figure 4.3 pH cycle (3-to-9-to-3) test of four multilayer complexes: a) Chi-Alg, b) ChiC-Alg, c) Chi-AlgC, and d) 

ChiC-AlgC (note: the highlighted areas indicated the pH at 9). For each pH value, samples were examined 20 minutes. 

Additionally, variations in hysteresis provide a way to assess the stability of complexes.154,155 The 

hysteresis of each multilayer, calculated by baseline shift after three pH cycles, is summarized in 

Table 4.1. Specifically, if there is a small change of hysteresis in both F and D, it would suggest a 

reversible structural changes in the multilayer.154 As shown in Table 4.1, it was found that Chi-

Alg and ChiC-Alg multilayers exhibited a rather large hysteresis in both F and D, suggesting 

irreversible structural changes in the multilayers. Conversely, Chi-AlgC and ChiC-AlgC 

multilayers showed relatively smaller hysteresis in F and negligible baseline shift in D, indicating 

a reversible swelling-collapse cycles that could ascribe to the efficient catechol-amine cross-

linking. These findings suggest that having catechol on Alg in Chi-Alg complexes, the wet 

performance has been improved. One can expect that the improvement is facilitated by the efficient 

catechol-amine interactions, enabling enhanced self-cross-linking properties. 
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Table 4.1 Baseline shift (hysteresis = baseline after 3rd cycle – baseline before 1st cycle) as a result of three pH cycles 

Sample 
D hysteresis after three 

pH cycle test 

D at Mean ± 

S.D

F hysteresis after three 

pH cycle test 

F at Mean ± 

S.D

Chi-Alg 

1 39.62 

18.96±18.00 

-169.05

-153.83±19.972 10.52 -161.22

3 6.73 -131.21

ChiC-Alg 

1 2.27 

13.15±10.46 

-54.45

-111.74±50.582 23.13 -150.19

3 14.04 -130.59

Chi-AlgC 

1 -0.19

-0.34±0.50

-28.03

-43.76±38.032 0.06 -16.12

3 -0.90 -87.13

ChiC-AlgC 

1 0.32

1.00±1.38 

-14.55

-16.03±6.122 2.59 -22.75

3 0.09 -10.78

Figure 4.4 Lap shear adhesion determination in wet environments at pH 3.0 a) and pH 9.0 b) as a function of immersion 

time. 

To investigate the impact of catechol modification on the intermolecular cross-linked networks, 

lap shear wet adhesion tests were conducted to evaluate the cohesive properties. Four complexes 
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in a bulk state were prepared following specific steps and methods described in Section 3.2.1. The 

lap shear wet adhesion tests were carried out by applying the complexes onto aluminum substrates 

and immersing them in solutions with pH 3.0 and 9.0 for different durations (1, 3, 6, and 12 hours). 

The adhesion results are illustrated in Figure 4.4a and Figure 4.4b. At pH 3.0, the Chi-Alg and 

ChiC-Alg complexes displayed a slight increase in adhesion strength until 6 h, followed by a 

significant decrease, indicating their instability and dissolution over time. In comparison, the 

complexes with catechol on Alg demonstrated improved adhesion strength, which might be due to 

the strong bonding strength and complex molecular crosslinking in the presence of catechol-amine 

interactions. Switching to pH 9, Chi-Alg and ChiC-Alg complexes showed a decaying lap shear 

strength with time, while Chi-AlgC and ChiC-AlgC complexes demonstrated a growing lap shear 

strength, indicating weak bonding strength and poor cohesive properties for the former two 

complexes. Overall, the presence of catechol on Alg resulted in a significant improvement of 

adhesion strength, which can be attributed to the contribution of catechol-amine interactions. 

These results suggest that catechol-modified Chi-Alg complexes exhibit improved wet 

performance and hold promise for applications in wet adhesives. In summary, this study highlights 

the following key findings: 

 Based on QCM-D measurements, Chi-AlgC and ChiC-AlgC complexes cross-link through

possible catechol-amine covalent interaction.

 Adhesion testing shows that both Chi-AlgC and ChiC-AlgC exhibit enhanced wet adhesion

strength at pH 9, indicating the contribution from catechol-amine covalent interaction.

 Introducing 20% catechol on Alg provides approximately 60% increased adhesion strength,

suggesting an effective strategy for designing wet adhesives.
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 However, the improvement in adhesion strength is still insufficient, possibly due to

hydration of the materials. Exploring other materials with less hydration may lead potential

improvements.

4.2 -PL–TA combination (Paper Ⅱ) 

-PL, a polycationic compound rich in amine moieties, exhibits high water solubility over a broad 

pH range, making it suitable for adhesive preparation with fewer limitations. On the other hand, 

TA, a water-soluble plant phenolic compound containing numerous galloyl moieties, has the 

ability to mimic catechol groups. By incorporating two out of three mussel-inspired mechanisms, 

the hypothesis was that the complexation of -PL and TA would enable -PL–TA combinations to 

fulfill all three adhesion mechanisms observed in mussels. Guided by these design principles, this 

study aimed to investigate the potential of -PL–TA as a mussel-inspired wet adhesive.  

For -PL and TA complexation, it was assumed to be pH-dependent. Specifically, ε-PL is a 

cationic polypeptide that exhibits reduced charge as pH increases (pKa ~ 9.4).156 TA is a 

polyphenol that undergoes two possible pathways as pH increases,: i) deprotonation of hydroxyl 

groups resulting in a negative charge (pKa ~ 6.0),157 and ii) oxidation into quinone species.  

The amine and galloyl groups, along with their respective forms at elevated pH, are expected to 

form complex through various physical (hydrogen bonding and ionic bonding) and chemical 

(covalent Michael addition and reversible Schiff base formation) mechanisms.1,158–160 To answer 

this question, -PL and TA complexation as a function of pH values (ranging from 3.0 to 10.0) 

was investigated. It was found the -PL–TA complexation was pH-dependent (see details in 

Section 3.2.2). One expected that the pH-driven complexes could hypothetically impact cohesive 

properties, as well as water resistance performance.  
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To begin, -PL–TA complexes at pH 5.0, 7.0, and 9.0 were selected to prepare -PL–TA adhesives 

by adding 60 wt% water. Lap shear adhesion tests were conducted to determine the water-

resistance properties by immersing samples in water for two and seven days. Figure 4.5 illustrates 

the properties of -PL–TA adhesives as a function of pH, regarding to the adhesion and hydrolysis. 

Overall, it was discovered that adhesives produced at higher pH value result in stronger water 

resistance (Figure 4.5a). The enhanced adhesion strength might be due to mechanical 

reinforcement resulting from galloyl–amine covalent cross-linking. After seven days of immersion 

in water, the adhesive complexes created at pH 5 and 7 de-bonded. Notably, the adhesive complex 

produced at pH 9 maintained some level of adhesion (0.35 MPa, ~ 15% of dry state). This finding 

confirms that changes in the chemical structure/interactions of the complex occur depending on 

the pH of the complex preparation. Comparison with the negative control, i.e., an aqueous solution 

of ε-PL (20 wt.%) and TA (20 wt.%), indicates that complexation of ε-PL and TA enhances water-

resistance. Despite both TA and ε-PL being highly water-soluble, their water resistance is overall 

improved when they are in a complexed/condensed state.  

Further confirmation of the observed trends is obtained through the measurements of insoluble 

matter content in ε-PL–TA adhesives (Figure 4.5b). Since both ε-PL and TA are highly soluble in 

water, the presence of insoluble matter content can be attributed to the cross-linked part. The 

results indicate that the complexes prepared at elevated pH exhibit a higher insoluble content, 

providing additional evidence for covalent cross-linking between ε-PL and TA complexes formed 

at elevated pH. 
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Figure 4.5 Characterizations of the ε-PL–TA adhesives at pH 5, 7, and 9. a) Adhesion strength measured in a dry and 

wet state for 2 or 7 days. b) Hydrolysis residual test for stability comparison. (Red asterisk means no adhesion strength 

or specimens separated before testing in panel a, or samples dissolved completely in panel b; * indicates the statistical 

significance of p < 0.001, # indicates no significant difference between two samples) 

To understand the wet adhesion properties of the ε-PL–TA complexes, ATR spectroscopy 

measurements were employed for structural analysis. Figure 4.6 illustrates the molecular cross-

linking interactions within the ε-PL–TA complexes at pH 5, 7, and 9. The absorbance of the bands 

related to C=O (1630-1570 cm-1) and C=N (1700-1630 cm-1) stretching in the range of 1800-1400 

cm-1 was investigated, exhibiting a significant difference. At pH 9, a higher amount of functional

groups was observed compared to the other pH values. The increase in C=O groups suggests 

greater oxidation of tannic acid moieties and increased cross-linking at pH 9.  

Furthermore, the covalent bonding interactions involved in Michael Addition and Schiff base 

reactions exhibit distinct characteristics. Michael Addition leads to the formation of permanent 

covalent bonds (-C-N-) (1150-1050 cm-1), while Schiff base reactions involve dynamic covalent 

bonds (-C=N-) (1700-1630 cm-1). The absorbance of the C=N bond is stronger than that of the C-

N bond. This observation suggests that the primary oxidative coupling reaction is responsible for 

Schiff base formation.  
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The current findings demonstrate that ε-PL and TA, both highly water-soluble, can be transformed 

into a partially cross-linked adhesive with water resistance through complexation and pH control. 

However, it is important to investigate the reasons for the relatively low water resistance 

(maintaining only 15% of their initial dry state) and explore methods to enhance it further. One 

potential reason for the relatively poor water resistance could be that the Schiff base bonds are the 

primary means of forming complex self-cross-links. The produced imine bonds (-C=N-) are 

considered less stable in nature, which may explain the relatively weak water resistance property 

of ε-PL–TA adhesives at pH 9. 

Figure 4.6 ATR spectroscopy of the ε-PL–TA complexes at pH 5, 7, and 9. a) Full spectra ranging from 3800-700 cm-

1. b) The region at 1800-700 cm-1 was enlarged to precisely distinguish the peaks of three samples.

To enhance the water-resistance of the -PL–TA adhesives, an approach was proposed to introduce 

a secondary source of cross-linking. Glycerol diglycidyl ether (GDE), a cross-linker, was selected 

for its advantages: ⅰ) It is non-toxic and derived from renewable sources; ⅱ) It is water-soluble, 

allowing for homogenous mixture with the -PL–TA adhesive; and ⅲ) It contains epoxide 

functional group, enabling it to react with -PL (amine) and TA (hydroxyl group) to form 
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permanent covalent bonds (C-N and C-O). The formation of these new covalent bonds was 

expected to enhance the cohesive properties and improve water resistance.  

As depicted in Scheme 4.1, the epoxide groups react with the hydroxyl groups on TA,49 resulting 

in the production of stable ether bonds (C-O). It is suggested that the reactivity of this reaction is 

influenced by the pH values, as the hydroxyl group becomes more active and facilitates the 

formation of epoxide and hydroxyl groups at higher pH values (pH 5-9).163 Moreover, the epoxide 

groups on GDE can react with the amines present in ε-PL, leading to the formation of covalent C-

N bonds.52 This reaction mechanism involves the activation of the epoxy ring through the active 

hydrogen present in amines. Previous studies have shown that the pH within the range of 5-9 

(lower than pKa of ε-PL) does not significantly affect the amine-epoxide reactions.164,165  

Scheme 4.1 Illustration of proposal reaction mechanisms about GDE reacted with amine and catechol moieties. 

To investigate the impact of GDE on the water resistance of -PL–TA adhesives, various 

concentrations of GDE (ranging from 2.5 wt% to 20 wt%) were added to the adhesive formulation. 

The effect of GDE concentrations on the lap shear adhesion strength was characterized and 

depicted in Figure 4.7. Upon adding GDE in the range of 2.5 wt% to 5 wt%, the wet adhesion 

strength showed an increasing trend from 0.5 MPa to 2.0 MPa after a 7-day immersion period. 
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However, with a further increase in GDE concentration, the wet adhesion strength exhibited a 

significant decrease. Based on these findings, -PL–TA adhesives containing 5 wt% GDE were 

selected for subsequent adhesion studies. 

Figure 4.7 GDE concentrations optimized and their effects on adhesion strength in dry and wet conditions. 

Figure 4.8 illustrated the water resistance properties of -PL–TA adhesives at pH 5, 7, and 9 after 

GDE treatment. It was observed that -PL–TA adhesives at all pH values displayed an improved 

wet adhesion strength. Notably, at pH 9, the wet adhesion strength exhibited a significantly 

increase to ~ 2 MPa after 7-day immersion, which still kept ~ 55% of the initial dry state. A 

consistent result was observed in the hydrolysis testing (Figure 4.8b). It suggests that all -PL-TA 

adhesives showed an improved water stability compared to those without GDE treatment. Once 

again, an increased trend -PL–TA adhesives at pH 9 demonstrated the highest residual mass being 

~90%.  
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Figure 4.8 GDE treatment (5 wt%) and its effects on a) water-resistance properties; and b) hydrolysis solubility. (Red 

asterisk means no adhesion strength or specimens separated before testing or dissolved completely; Black asterisk 

indicates the statistical significance of p < 0.001, # indicates no significant difference between two samples) 

To investigate the impact of GDE on cross-linking interactions, FT-IR analysis was performed. 

The anticipated epoxy-hydroxyl and epoxy-amine reactions were expected to show absorption 

band within the range of 1150-1050 cm-1. The quantification of C-O (or C-N) groups, severing as 

an indicator of cross-linking, was carried out using curve-fitting technique (See details in Section 

3.4.4) for -PL-TA adhesives with and without GDE at each pH value (Figure 4.9).  

Without GDE treatment, the integrated area of C-O (or C-N) was observed to be approximately 

15.5±0.8, 12.5±0.9, and 5.7±0.6 for ε-PL–TA adhesives at pH 5, 7, and 9, respectively. The 

decrease in integrated area with increasing pH can be attributed to the reduction in hydroxyl groups 

caused by catechol oxidation. Upon GDE treatment, a slight increase (20-40%) in the integrated 

area of C-O/C-N was observed for adhesives at pH 5, a moderate increase (40-70%) at pH 7, and 

a significant increase (100-120%) at pH 9. The larger increase in the integrated area at higher pH 

values suggests a higher number of newly formed C-O (or C-N) bonds, indicating enhanced cross-

linking between GDE and ε-PL–TA adhesives. 
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Figure 4.9 Quantification of C-O or C-N functional groups of the -PL–TA adhesives a) with GDE treatment and b) 

without GDE treatment. Normalization performed within the range of 1800-700 cm-1; the highlight green area at 1150-

1050 cm-1 indicated the C-O (or C-N) groups. 

These findings suggest that the ε-PL–TA combination holds promise as a bio-based wet adhesive 

for commercial use, particularly due to its enhanced water resistance properties facilitated by the 

addition of a cross-linker. To summarize, the key conclusions of this study are as follows: 

 Due to the impact of catechol oxidative coupling reactions, ε-PL–TA adhesives at higher

pH exhibit a stronger wet adhesion.

 ε-PL–TA adhesives at pH 9 remain the adhesion strength only ~ 15% after 7-day

immersion periods, which is probably attributed to the newly formed dynamic bonds

(C=N).

 By introducing GDE, the double cross-linking through epoxide chemistry promotes the

adhesion strength to significantly increase by ~55%.
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4.3 Single-component ChiC candidate (Paper Ⅲ) 

ChiC polymers contain both catechol and amine functional groups, making them excellent 

candidate that fulfills two out of three desired requirements. If self-coacervation process occurs in 

ChiC, it is expected to form a single-component mussel-inspired coacervate, resembling Mfp-3 

observed in mussels. The objective of this study was to investigate the properties of a phase-

separated condensed material formed during ChiC complexation and explore its potential as an 

effective adhesive in wet environments. 

To reach out ChiC complexation, two parameters were systematically studied: ionic strength and 

catechol content. The ionic strength of the ChiC solution ranged from 0.1 M to 2 M, while 

maintaining a pH value of 3.0. This design was chosen to mimic the conditions found in mussel 

adhesive plaques (pH ~ 3) and seawater (ionic strength of ~ 0.7 M). ChiC polymers with catechol 

contents ranging from 10% to 50% were synthesized, ensuring the water solubility and examining 

the impact of catechol contents.  

Figure 4.10 provides insight into the phase behavior of ChiC as a function of NaCl concentration 

and catechol content. At low levels of salt and catechol, the ChiC solution remained homogeneous 

without phase separation. However, as the salt concentration and catechol content increased, phase 

separation took place. The initiation of phase separation required a minimum level of catechol in 

the presence of salt, with the exact amount of salt needed depending on the catechol content. 

Notably, ChiC materials with higher catechol contents and greater ionic strength exhibited 

increased hardness. These findings highlight the importance of both salt concentration and catechol 

content in determining the phase behavior of ChiC solutions, as well as influencing the properties 

of ChiC materials. 
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Figure 4.10 Phase behaviors of ChiC solutions as a function of salt and catechol. 

The next step was to examine the adhesion properties of ChiC precipitates. The aim was to 

investigate how variations in salt and catechol content influenced the properties of the precipitates. 

Given the design of ChiC was inspired by mussel adhesives, the underwater adhesion performance 

was determined using tensile tack test (see experimental details in Section 3.4.2). Figure 4.11 

illustrates the adhesion strength of ChiC precipitates with different catechol contents prepared 

using varying salt concentrations. These results demonstrated that the physical properties of the 

precipitates significantly impact their adhesion strength. The gel-like material represented by the 

blue bars exhibited higher adhesion properties, likely due to its ability to flow and establish good 

contact between the substrates. Conversely, the solid rubbery material represented by the pink bars 

had limited flow and contact area, resulting in reduced adhesion. 
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Figure 4.11 Underwater adhesion strength measured through a tack test, showcasing the influence of ionic strength 

and catechol content. The blue bars represent an injectable soft gel sample, while the pink bar represents a solid 

rubbery material. Data are presented as the average ± standard deviations based on 10 replicas. 

So far, it has been demonstrated that controlling the catechol content and salt concentration enables 

ChiC precipitates to function as underwater adhesives. However, it is important to investigate the 

reasons behind the relatively low underwater adhesion and explore ways to enhance it further. One 

possible explanation for the relatively poor wet adhesion could be attributed to the presence of 

only the non-covalent molecular crosslinking among ChiC polymers. It is suggested that these 

non-covalent interactions are reversible in nature, they may not provide strong support for effective 

wet performance. Therefore, introducing covalent crosslinking interactions is expected to 

significantly reinforce the underwater adhesion strength. 
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Taking inspiration from mussel adhesion, the cross-linking approach involving catechol-amine 

coupling holds great potential. Previous reports have shown that catechol moieties can undergoing 

oxidative crosslinking in the presence of HRP and H2O2 when amine moieties are present. It is 

anticipated that ChiC adhesives can undergo oxidative crosslinking with HRP and H2O2 treatment 

under specific optimal conditions. For this purpose, ChiC25% material prepared at 1.2 M ionic 

strength, chosen due to its favorable physical properties and maximal underwater adhesion strength, 

was used as a representative for further curing study. 

Firstly, the curability of ChiC coacervate with and without HRP/H2O2 treatment was investigated 

using rheological techniques. The viscoelastic properties were measured in a strain-controlled 

oscillatory mode with a fixed frequency at 10 Hz. The storage modulus (G’) and loss modulus (G”) 

were recorded within a 2-minute time frame during the measurement, reflecting the elastic and 

viscous characteristics, respectively. G’ was used to evaluate the gel strength of ChiC coacervate 

and its resistance to deformation. For example, the higher G’ suggests the better gel strength. 

Typically, linear viscoelastic region (LVR) is used for elastic properties evaluation, as stress 

changes occur within this region without structural damage.166 

Figure 4.12a-b illustrates the gel evolution of ChiC coacervates influenced by HRP/H2O2 treatment. 

To begin, ChiC coacervate with and without HRP/H2O2 treatment was placed onto the rheometer 

and then examined immediately. It was observed that G’ and G” values were rather similar in the 

LVR (strain: 0.01%-1%), with G’ being higher than G”. These results suggest that ChiC coacervate 

treated by HRP/H2O2 exhibits a gel-like behavior similar to its original state. As the strain 

increased from 1% to 100%, the G’ and G” values of ChiC coacervate without HRP/H2O2 

treatment significantly decreased. In contrast, the G’ and G” values of ChiC coacervate with 

HRP/H2O2 treatment followed a similar trend. One possible reason for this could be that the 
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measurement took ~ 2 minutes, allowing curability to initiate during the testing period. Thus, ChiC 

coacervate with HRP/H2O2 treatment exhibited slightly stronger resistance to deformation 

compared to its original state. 

To further confirm the occurrence of curability, Figure 3b demonstrates the viscoelastic properties 

of ChiC coacervates with 15-minutes HRP/H2O2 treatment. It was observed that ChiC coacervate 

without HRP/H2O2 did not exhibit significant changes in G’ and G” values. However, with 

HRP/H2O2 treatment, ChiC coacervate showed at least two times higher G’ values, indicating that 

HRP/H2O2 can accelerate crosslinking and significantly improve the mechanical strength of the 

hydrogels.167 Furthermore, with increasing strain from 10%-100%, a slight decrease in G’ and G” 

values was noticed for ChiC coacervate with HRP/H2O2 treatment. This suggests that prolonged 

curing time may lead to a decrease in gel strength and reduced resistance to deformation. 

Next, the resistance to deformation of ChiC coacervate with and without HRP/H2O2 treatment was 

investigated using a compression-release vision test. As depicted in Figure 4.12c, a visible color 

change from white to brown was observed in the HRP/H2O2-treated ChiC, indicating the 

occurrence of catechol oxidative crosslinking. It was also observed that the introduction of 

HRP/H2O2 enhanced the rigidity of ChiC coacervate, resulting in higher compression strength and 

improved resilience. These findings suggest that HRP/H2O2 curability can endow ChiC coacervate 

with a robust crosslinking network, potentially leading to an enhanced wet performance. 

Figure 4.12d displays the wet adhesion strength of ChiC coacervates with and without HRP/H2O2 

curing underwater. For a given curing time (15 minutes), it was observed that HRP/H2O2 curability 

significantly improved adhesion strength to ~ 550 kPa, nearly doubling the strength compared to 

ChiC coacervate without HRP/H2O2. Once again, it was found that curing time is also crucial in 
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wet adhesion strength. For example, ChiC coacervate without HRP/H2O2 did not exhibit 

significant changes in adhesion strength after only one-minute curing. All results suggest that ChiC 

coacervate with HRP/H2O2 treatment can facilitate catechol oxidative crosslinking and 

significantly enhance its wet adhesion strength after 15 minutes of curability. 

Figure 4.12 Rheological measurements of ChiC coacervates with or without HRP/H2O2 treatment tested a) initially or 

b) after 15-minutes curability. c) A vision compression-release figure test. d) Underwater tensile adhesion strength as

a function of curing time with or without HRP/H2O2 treatment. Statistical analysis was performed and considered 

significant when p* < 0.001, the red asterisk means no difference. 
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This study highlights the potential of ChiC precipitate as an effective underwater adhesive, 

especially when treated with HRP/H2O2 for curability. In summary, the key findings of this study 

are as follows: 

 ChiC precipitates demonstrate adjustable physical and mechanical properties, which are 

influenced by catechol contents and ionic strength. 

 With increasing ionic strength or catechol content, ChiC precipitates exhibit a hierarchical 

range of properties, transitioning from a watery state to an injectable state and finally to a 

solid state. 

 Inspired by mussel adhesives, the use of curing chemistry holds great potential for 

significantly enhancing the underwater adhesion strength, increasing it from 200 to 600 

kPa. 
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5. Perspectives 

The perspectives of mussel-inspired wet adhesives offer numerous directions for further 

exploration. In addition to the three mechanisms already mimicked in bio-based adhesives, the 

coordination chemistry within mussel adhesive plaques remains an intriguing area of study. 

Specifically, the reversible interactions between proteins and metal ions (as discussed in Section 

2.1.4.2), highlight the significance of coordination crosslinking in the extensibility of mussel 

adhesives.168 It is therefore expected that mimicking this coordination chemistry could lead to the 

development of materials (i.e., hydrogel) with self-healing properties. By focusing on this aspect, 

one assumed that mimicking coordination chemistry could lead to the development of innovative 

materials with versatile functionalities. 

Another perspective lies in the versatility of mussel-inspired adhesives. Researchers are 

continuously exploring new formulations and modifications to enhance their adhesive strength, 

durability, and versatility. By incorporating additional components, such as 

nanocomposites,70,169,170 cross-linking agents,171 or bioactive molecules,172 researchers can tailor 

the adhesive properties to meet specific application requirements. For instance, the incorporation 

of nanoparticles can enhance the mechanical strength, adhesion, and stability of mussel-inspired 

adhesives. These nanocomposites can reinforce the adhesive matrix and provide additional 

functionalities, such as antimicrobial properties or controlled release of therapeutic agents.173 

Furthermore, the exploration of cross-linking agents can contribute to the development of adhesive 

systems with tunable properties. Cross-linking agents enable the control of adhesive strength, 

flexibility, and degradation rate, allowing for customized adhesive formulations suitable for 

different applications.145 Incorporating bioactive molecules into mussel-inspired adhesives 

presents another avenue for future research. By doing this, one expect these adhesives can promote 
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tissue regeneration,167,174,175 prevent infections,44,176 or provide localized drug delivery 

capabilities.117 Exploring new compounds, functionalities, and their interactions with substrates 

will pave the way for the development of advanced adhesive materials with improved performance 

and expanded applications. 

In conclusion, the perspectives of mussel-inspired wet adhesives are highly promising, offering 

solutions for challenging adhesive scenarios, environmentally conscious applications, and 

versatile adhesive systems. Continued research and development in this field will undoubtedly 

lead to exciting advancements and practical implementations in the future.  
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Abstract: In this study, a mussel-inspired chemistry, based on catechol–amine reactions, was 

adopted to develop self-cross-linkable chitosan–alginate (Chi–Alg) complexes. To do so, the 

biopolymers were each substituted with ~20% catechol groups (ChiC and AlgC), then four 

complex combinations (Chi–Alg, ChiC–Alg, Chi–AlgC, ChiC–AlgC) were prepared at surface and 

in bulk solution. Based on QCM-D and lap shear adhesion tests, the complex with catechol 

only on Chi (ChiC–Alg) did not show a significant variation from the control complex (Chi–Alg). 

Conversely, the complexes with catechol on alginate (Chi–AlgC and ChiC–AlgC) rendered a 

self-crosslinking property and enhanced cohesive properties.

Keywords: bio-inspired, polyelectrolyte complexation, chitosan, alginate, catechol
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1. Introduction

Chitosan–Alginate (Chi–Alg) polyelectrolyte complexes have been investigated in various 

fields including biomedical and pharmaceutical applications.1–3 These materials can be 

prepared in various forms including coatings,4 vesicles,3 scaffolds,5,6 and nanofibers.6,7 Aside 

from biocompatibility/biodegradability aspects, the preparation of such complexes is 

relatively straightforward, mainly requiring the control of pH and ionic strength.8–10 

The stability of Chi–Alg complexes in response to pH and salinity of the environment is of 

importance in many applications.11–14 In the complexed state, these oppositely charged weak 

biopolyelectrolytes are held together mainly by electrostatic interactions; hence, variations 

in pH and salinity perturb the charge balance and produce swelling/dissociation.9 This 

inherent feature has been used to develop pH-responsive materials, e.g., vesicles releasing 

the encapsulated agent.14–16 In many other systems though, one requires the complex to be 

stable against variations in pH and salt.17–20 Herein, various chemical modifications are 

suggested to covalently cross-link the biopolymers, by post-modification of the complex 

through EDC/NHS coupling,17 or using a cross-linker such as glutaraldehyde.19 Such methods 

may not be always favorable considering the need for an extra post-modification step, as well 

as safety concerns over using volatile toxic reagents. Alternatively, the biopolymers can be 

chemically modified allowing self-cross-linking. In a previous study, we found that periodate 

oxidation of Alg, yielding Alg dialdehyde, enables preparing Chi–Alg complexes with tunable 

self-cross-linking and enhanced pH stability at elevated pH.21–23 Despite the high efficiency of 

this approach, periodate oxidation is a rather rigorous chemical treatment whereby the 

biopolymer properties such as molecular weight can significantly vary.24,25 
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Sticky marine organisms, e.g., mussels, can be a source of inspiration for designing 

biopolymeric systems with novel functionalities.26–29 Herein, various biomacromolecules are 

combined under a controlled acidic environment (pH~3-5), and the resulting multicomponent 

glue is then cured by exposure to the seawater (pH~8.1).30 It is suggested that catechol–amine 

interactions play a critical role, in particular in the curing stage. The increased pH results in 

catechol oxidation to quinone, which can form covalent bonds with amines via Michael 

addition and Schiff base reactions.31,32 Subsequently, the mussel glue cross-links and solidifies 

to provide a durable adhesive bond.

In this study, we investigated a mussel-inspired amine–catechol chemistry to develop self-

cross-linkable Chi–Alg complexes. To do so, Chi and Alg were each substituted with a catechol 

content of ~20% (ChiC and AlgC), so they could (i) remain highly charged (ii) yet able to form 

catechol–amine interactions. Then, four complex combinations, i.e., Chi–Alg, ChiC–AlgC, Chi–

AlgC, and ChiC–AlgC, were prepared at surface and in bulk solution, and their self-cross-linking 

and pH stability were examined. 

2. Experimental Section

Materials: chitosan (degree of deacetylation ≥ 95%, viscosity 5 cps) was purchased from 

Heppe Medical Chitosan GmbH, Germany. Sodium Alginate (medium viscosity), Dopamine 

hydrochloride acid (DAHCl, ≥ 98%), 3, 4-Dihydroxybenzaldehyde (DHBA, ≥ 97%), 3-

glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilan (GOPS, ≥ 98%), 1-ethyl-3-(3-dimethylaminopropyl)-

carbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC, ≥ 98%), and N-hydroxysulfosuccinimide (NHS, ≥ 98%) were 

purchased from Sigma-Aldrich and used as received unless otherwise stated. Degassed 

ultrapure water (Arium® Pro) with a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ cm was used to prepare all 

solutions. All the solvents used in this study were HPLC grade from Sigma-Aldrich. 
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Synthesis: 2 g Chi (~13 mmol of repeating units) was added to 140 ml of 1 v/v% acetic acid 

solution. After stirring overnight, the pH was adjusted to 4.5 with the addition of 1 M HCl 

solution. 0.32 g DHBA was dissolved in a mixture of 40 ml water and 20 ml methanol, followed 

by adjusting pH to 4.5. The DHBA solution was then added to the Chi solution. The pH of the 

reaction solution was measured every 15 min and readjusted to 4.5. After 1 h, an excess 

amount of solid NaCNBH3 (2 g) was gradually (in 15 min) added to the reaction solution and 

left stirring for 4 h. The product was then precipitated by adjusting the pH to 6.5. The 

supernatant phase was removed, followed by the addition of 50 ml HCl solution (pH 2) to re-

dissolve the product. The resultant solution was then dialyzed (regenerated cellulose dialysis 

membrane, MWCO: 3.5 kDa) against HCl solution (pH 3.0-3.5) for 48 h (for the first 8 h, HCl 

solution was exchanged every 2 h). After 48 h, the solution was dialyzed against water for 4 h 

to remove HCl. The pH of the dialyzed polymer solution was then adjusted to 6.5 and the 

precipitated material was collected by centrifugation (6500 rpm, 5 min). Finally, around 1.5 g 

of dried ChiC powder was yielded via lyophilization. 

2.0 g Alg (~10 mmol of repeating unit) was added to 200 ml water and stirred overnight to 

fully dissolve, followed by pH adjustment to 4.5 using 1 M HCl solution. 1.2 g EDC and 2.0 g 

NHS were step-wise added to the above solution. After 30 min, 2.0 g DAHCl was added to 

the solution (1:1 molar ratio between DAHCl and Alg). The reaction was conducted at room 

temperature overnight (pH remained at ~4.5). The reaction mixture was then dialyzed and 

subsequently lyophilized. Finally, ~1.8 g of dried AlgC powder was yielded.

Catechol substitution was confirmed by 1H-NMR (Bruker Avance, 400 MHz), and the degree 

of catechol substitution was estimated by UV-Vis (Supporting Information, S1). The 

hydrodynamic size of the biopolymers was estimated using Dynamic Light Scattering (DLS, 

Malvern Zetasizer Nano ZS90). Herein, 2 mg ml-1 solutions of Chi/ChiC (in 0.1 M citric acid-
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Na2HPO4 buffer; pH 3.0) and Alg/AlgC (in pure water; pH 6.0) were prepared and filtered using 

0.45 µm polyether sulfone (PES) membrane.

Layer-by-layer (LbL) assembly: LbL deposition of multilayer films and their pH stability were 

examined by Quartz Crystal Microbalance (QCM-D, Biolin Scientific Q-SenseE1, Sweden). 

Silica-coated sensors (Biolin Scientific QSX 303) were rinsed with water and acetone, dried 

with compressed air, followed by plasma treatment (Harrick Plasma PDC-32G) for 5 min 

(medium power, water vapor pressure of 500 mTorr). The sensors were immediately 

immersed into 18 v/v% GOPS/acetone solution for 24 h, followed by rinsing with acetone 

three times to remove unreacted GOPS, then dried at 80 °C for 1 h. The epoxide-modified 

sensors were then immersed in Chi solution (200 ppm, pH 3.0) for 20 min, followed by rinsing 

to remove the unreacted Chi compounds. 

The Chi-grafted sensor was mounted into the QCM-D module, and the background solution 

(NaCl 15 mM, pH 3) was loaded with a flow rate of 150 μl min-1. When a stable baseline was 

obtained, a 200 ppm Alg solution was loaded for 20 min, followed by rinsing with the 

background solution for 20 min. Next, a 200 ppm Chi solution was loaded for 20 min, followed 

by 20 min rinsing. This procedure was repeated 7 times yielding Chi–Alg multilayer. A similar 

procedure was conducted to fabricate Chi–AlgC, ChiC–Alg, and ChiC–AlgC multilayers. For 

each case, 3 measurements were conducted (Supporting Information, S2). Next, the pH-

responsiveness of each multilayer was examined. Herein, acidic (NaCl 15 mM, pH 3) and 

alkaline (NaCl 15 mM, pH 9) solutions were sequentially loaded for 20 min each, repeated in 

3 cycles.
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Bulk complexation: biopolymeric complexes were also prepared by mixing Chi/ChiC (10 mg 

ml-1, pH 3) and Alg/AlgC (5 mg ml-1, pH 3) solutions in a 1:1 volumetric ratio, followed by 

centrifugation (6.5 K rpm, 30 min).

Adhesion test: bulk complexes were examined in a lap shear adhesion test (Instron 34Sc, USA). 

Aluminum substrates (L×W×H: 50 mm × 12 mm × 10 mm) were polished and cleaned with 

ethanol/acetone. In each case, the prepared complex was clamped between two aluminum 

substrates (12 mm × 12 mm overlap area), then placed in water (pH 3.0 and pH 9) for 1, 3, 6, 

and 12 h. The samples were then tested in a single-lap shear mode (crosshead speed of 1.5 

mm min-1), and the maximum force was recorded. For each sample, 10 measurements were 

conducted in two independent experiments. 

3. Results 

3.1 Synthesis: Figure 1 summarizes the synthetic route and characterization of ChiC and AlgC. 

ChiC (Figure 1, top panel) was prepared by grafting DHBA onto Chi via Schiff base chemistry, 

followed by reductive amination using NaCNBH3.33–35 AlgC (Figure 1, bottom panel) was 

synthesized by grafting dopamine onto alginate via a carbodiimide coupling reaction using 

EDC/NHS.36 Catechol substitution was confirmed for both biopolymers through 1H-NMR 

analysis (Figure 1b, e). This confirmation was based on the presence of specific peaks at ~ 6.8 

ppm, which are suggested to correspond to the grafted aromatic groups.37,38 Notably, the 

differences in the shape/position of the aromatic peaks (when comparing ChiC and AlgC) can 

be attributed to structural differences between DA and DHBA, as well as contributions from 

the surrounding chemical groups on Chi and Alg.39–41 In both cases, a catechol substitution of 

~20% was targeted so the biopolymers can remain highly charged. Using UV-Vis spectroscopy 

(Figure 1c, f), the degree of catechol conjugation was determined to be 20.2% for ChiC and 
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18.7% for AlgC (Supporting Information, Figure S1-S2). In addition, the hydrodynamic size of 

the biopolymers was examined by DLS (Supporting Information, Figure S3), suggesting no 

significant effect of catechol substitution on the biopolymers' molecular size.

3.2 Surface complexation: four biopolymer complexes, i.e., Chi–Alg, ChiC–Alg, Chi–AlgC, and 

ChiC–AlgC, were prepared using a LbL assembly approach. In all cases, the LbL assembly was 

conducted at pH 3 to (i) preserve catechol groups from oxidation and (ii) ensure the 

dissolution of Chi and ChiC. Herein, one can expect different molecular interactions to be 

involved. The Chi–Alg complex is held together mainly through electrostatic interactions.10,42–

44 For the other three complexes though, one may expect additional catechol–amine 

interactions. 

The LbL assembly of biopolymers was monitored by QCM-D (Figure 2a, b). In brief, the 

oppositely charged biopolymers were sequentially adsorbed onto the QCM-D sensor to yield 

7 bilayers in total. Each deposition step was real-time monitored in terms of QCM-D frequency 

(F, Figure 2a) and dissipation (D, Figure 2b) shifts. In general, ΔF correlates to the effective 

mass (adsorbed polymer plus water content) coupled to the sensor, whereas ΔD reflects the 

capacity of the adsorbed layer to dissipate energy. Specifically, for viscoelastic films, both of 

these parameters are crucial in determining the adsorbed mass and viscoelastic properties.45 

The cumulative ΔF and ΔD measured for the deposition of 7 bilayers were compared between 

the complexes. Considering the standard deviation of the experiments (Supporting 

Information, Figure S4-S5 and Table S1), ΔF and ΔD values were found to be rather similar for 

different complexes. In other words, substituting 20% of the ionic units with catechol on one 

or both biopolymers appears to have a minimal effect on the degree of complexation or the 

affinity of the biopolymers to form complexes. Given the weak nature of ionizable groups,46 
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the biopolymers with catechol conjugation are still expected to be significantly charged; thus, 

long-ranged electrostatic interactions are expected to be the main driving force of 

complexation in all cases. This means that at each deposition step, the amount of the 

adsorbed biopolymer is controlled mainly by the electrostatic forces and that excessive 

overcharging cannot occur, which may explain the comparable ΔF values for all samples.47,48

While complex formation appears to be mainly dependent on long-range electrostatic 

interactions, the short-range catechol–amine interactions may affect the properties of the 

formed complexes, e.g., pH-responsiveness.49–51 For the reference complex (Chi–Alg), 

electrostatic forces, as the main stabilizing interaction, are easily perturbed by a change in 

pH. If such a complex is prepared at pH 3 and then is exposed to a solution with pH 9, excess 

negative charge is created in the complex (i.e., Chi becomes less charged, Alg becomes more 

charged) that causes complex dissociation.9,52 If catechol–amine interactions are present, one 

can first expect physical cation–π interactions. But more importantly, as in the case of the 

mussel glue cured when exposed to high-pH seawater, the catechol groups in the complex 

getting oxidized may form covalent bonds with the amine groups on Chi and thus 

stabilize/cross-link the complex.53 

This idea was examined by alternately exposing the LbL-assembled complexes to pH 3 and pH 

9, respectively (Figure 2c-f). An electrostatic-based system is expected to show large and 

irreversible structural changes (F and D shifts) in each swelling/collapse cycle. Having 

stabilizing catechol–amine interactions should render reversible swell/collapse cycles with 

reduced structural changes. Based on QCM-D data, the Chi–Alg multilayer (Figure 2c), as 

expected, shows quite large shifts in F and D (when pH is changed from 3 to 9), which also 

grow in magnitude with each cycle. Moreover, a large structural hysteresis, evidenced by 
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large baseline shift after three cycles (Supporting Information, Table S2), was found. All these 

observations confirm the lack of stabilizing covalent interactions in the complex. Next, the 

effect of adding catechol to the complexes was investigated. Interestingly, the ChiC–Alg 

multilayer (Figure 2d) displays quite a similar behavior to Chi–Alg multilayer, suggesting a lack 

of cross-linking despite the presence of catechol groups. Having catechol only on Chi, one can 

expect catechol–amine interactions only between Chi chains, and not including Alg chains. 

Accordingly, even if catechol–amine interactions between Chi chains are present, they appear 

ineffective in improving the complex stability. 

In contrast, Chi–AlgC (Figure 2e) and ChiC–AlgC (Figure 2f) multilayers demonstrated a more 

stable and reversible swelling-collapse behavior. The shifts in F and D (when pH is changed 

from 3 to 9) are significantly reduced, and the structural hysteresis (Supporting Information, 

Table S2) is negligible. By having catechol on Alg, one can expect catechol–amine interactions 

that can cross-link Chi and Alg chains. Based on the QCM-D data, these interactions appear to 

render Chi–AlgC and ChiC–AlgC complexes with a self-cross-linking property.54

3.2 Bulk complexation: To further investigate the effect of catechol substitution on the 

complex properties, the four complex combinations were also prepared in the bulk state 

(Figure 3). It is worth mentioning that bulk complexation requires more care to control 

homogeneity in both composition and morphology of the complex, and various factors such 

as mixing speed can affect the complex properties.10,55,56 For this reason, we prepared all four 

complex combinations under identical conditions. In each case, mixing the solutions of 

oppositely charged biopolymers produces instant cloudiness; the resulting complex material 

is then collectible by centrifugation (Figure 3a). Since our complex design is inspired by mussel 

glue, we herein also examined the underwater adhesive properties of the complexes. The 
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four complexes were tested in single-lap shear mode (Figure 3b), where the adhesion strength 

was measured after immersion in either pH 3 or pH 9 solutions, for different durations (1-12 

h). 

Figure 3c displays the lap shear strength measured for the complexes after immersion in pH 

3. Firstly, for a given immersion time, it is shown that having catechol on Alg corresponds to 

an improved lap shear strength. For example, for 1 h immersion, Chi–Alg reference complex 

demonstrated the weakest lap shear strength of ~40 KPa. Also, when having catechol only on 

Chi (ChiC–Alg complex), no significant improvement in the adhesion strength was found. 

Conversely, Chi–AlgC showed a nearly two-fold increment in the lap shear strength. Lastly, 

having catechol on both biopolymers (ChiC–AlgC) rendered the largest lap shear strength of 

~130 kPa. The larger lap shear strength herein may be attributed to the larger net content of 

catechol groups present. In this case, besides catechol–amine interactions, one may expect 

catechol–catechol interactions between ChiC and AlgC chains as well. Secondly, for different 

immersion times, two distinct trends were found. For Chi–Alg and ChiC–Alg complexes, the 

lap shear strength appears to slightly increase for up to 6 h immersion time; however, the lap 

shear strength is significantly reduced after 12 h immersion. This observation suggests the 

instability of these complexes and possible dissolution over time. Hypothetically, the gain in 

lap shear strength for (up to 6 h immersion) can be attributed to an enhanced complex-

substrate contact area.57 In contrast, for Chi–AlgC and ChiC–AlgC complexes, a monotonic 

gain in lap shear strength was found. Accordingly, for these two complexes, it appears that 

catechol–amine interactions are involved and prevent complex disintegration.

Figure 3d demonstrates the lap shear strength for the complexes after immersion in pH 9 

solution. Overall, the same trends observed in Figure 3c are shown herein. Importantly, a 
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comparison of Figure 3c and Figure 3d can confirm the stabilizing effect of catechol–amine 

interactions for Chi–AlgC and ChiC–AlgC complexes. A switch to pH 9 is expected to disrupt 

the charge neutrality and thus destabilize the complex if only electrostatic interactions are 

mainly in control. As shown in Figure 3d, Chi–Alg and ChiC–Alg complexes show a decaying 

lap shear strength with time, which implies complex instability. In contrast, Chi–AlgC and 

ChiC-AlgC complexes demonstrated a growing lap shear strength with time, which can hint to 

catechol–amine interactions. 

Overall, from the studied system herein, it can be inferred that having catechol, on either Alg 

alone or both biopolymers, can add stabilizing non-electrostatic interactions in the 

biopolyelectrolyte complex. Contrarily, having catechol only on Chi appears ineffective and 

did not enhance the cohesiveness/stability of the complex. As depicted in Figure 3e, it is 

suggested that by having catechol only on Chi, catechol–amine interactions are only possible 

between Chi units (interchain and intrachain), while Alg will be excluded from the cross-linked 

network. On the other hand, catechol on Alg seems to enable a whole network cross-linking 

of Chi and Alg chains. 

Conclusion

Self-cross-linkable Chi-Alg complexes can be obtained by using mussel-inspired chemistry. 

Catechol substitution onto one or both of the biopolymers introduces various catechol–amine 

interactions. When preserved from catechol oxidation (e.g., at acidic pH), these interactions 

are expected to be mainly of physical origin, e.g., cation-π interactions. Under oxidizing 

environments (e.g., at alkaline pH), covalent interactions between quinone and amine are 

expected. These interactions all together were shown to produce self-cross-linking and 

improve the mechanical properties and pH stability of the complexes. Notably, it was found 
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that having catechol only on Chi appears ineffective. This may be due to catechol–amine 

interactions occurring only between Chi chains, while Alg chains are not included in the cross-

linked network.
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Figure 1 synthetic route and characterization of catechol-substituted chitosan (ChiC, top 

panel) and alginate (AlgC, bottom panel). (a)(d) schematic illustration of synthesis, (b)(e) 1H-

NMR spectra, (c)(f) UV-Vis spectra.
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Figure 2 Complexation at surface (LbL assembly); multilayer growth monitored by QCM-D (a) 

frequency and (b) dissipation shifts as a function of layer number (note: odd layers: Alg or 

AlgC, even layers: Chi or ChiC polymer); pH cycle (3-to-9-to-3) of (c) Chi-Alg, (d) ChiC-Alg, (e) 

Chi-AlgC, and (f) ChiC-AlgC multilayer complex films (note: blank and highlighted regions 

represent pH 3 and pH 9, respectively). In all cases, F and D for the 3rd overtone is displayed. 
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Figure 3 Bulk complexation; (a) preparation route, (b) lap shear test, (c)(d) maximum lap shear 

strength of four complexes after various immersion times in pH 3 and pH 9, (e) schematic 

illustration of molecular interactions in four complexes
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S1 Catechol Substitution: 

UV-Vis spectra (200 to 800 nm) were collected using NanoDrop 2000c Spectrophotometer. 

Quartz cuvettes with a path length of 10 mm were used, and the background absorption was 

subtracted before measurement.

Figure S1 standard UV-Vis standard curve for different dopamine (DA) concentrations

Figure S2 UV-Vis spectra of ChiC and AlgC solutions (0.1 mg/ml)

Solutions of dopamine (DA), ChiC, and AlgC were prepared in aqueous acetic buffer with pH 

= 3.0. A series of DA solutions at different concentrations have been prepared by diluting the 

stock solution (10 mg/ml). The standard curve (Figure S1) of absorbance at 280 nm was 

generated (R2 = 0.99963). UV-Vis spectra for ChiC and AlgC solutions (0.10 mg/ml) were 
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measured (Figure S2) and the absorbance at 280 nm was used to calculate catechol 

substitution from Figure S1, i.e., 20.2% for ChiC and 18.7% for AlgC.

The hydrodynamic size of biopolymers was examined by DLS (Figure S3). Chi/ChiC (2 mg/ml 

in 0.1 M citric acid-Na2HPO4 buffer; pH 3.0) and Alg/AlgC (2 mg/ml in pure water; pH 6.0) were 

prepared, then filtered using 0.45 µm polyether sulfone (PES) membrane. All measurements 

were performed at room temperature (3 x 10 runs for each sample). 

Figure S3 hydrodynamic diameter of biopolymers
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S2 QCM-D: Layer-by-layer Assembly

Figure S4-S5 display QCM-D shifts corresponding to LbL assembly of 4 multilayer 

combinations. In each case, 3 replicas were collected.

Figure S4 LbL assembly of biopolymers; QCM-D frequency shifts for 3rd overtone 

Figure S5 LbL assembly of biopolymers; QCM-D dissipation shifts for 3rd overtone
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The adsorbed mass (Δm) was estimated from the ΔF using the Sauerbrey equation1:

Δm = ―
𝜌𝑞𝑢𝑞

2𝑓0
2 ⋅

𝛥𝑓𝑛

𝑛

where ρq is the density of quartz (2.648 g cm-3), µq is the shear modulus of quartz for an AT-

cut crystal (29.47 GPa), ƒ0 is the resonant frequency of the fundamental mode (4.95 MHz), C 

is the mass sensitivity constant (17.7 ng cm-2 Hz-1), and n is the overtone number (in the 

present case = 3).2 The above equation can provide a valid estimation only if the ratio of 

dissipation and normalized frequency shifts ((ΔDn)/(−Δfn/n)) is smaller than 4 × 10-7 Hz–1.2,3 All 

of cases herein demonstrated ratios smaller than 3.0 × 10-8 Hz–1.

Table S1 ΔF, ΔD, and Sauerbrey Δm for different complexes

ΔF±S.D (Hz) ΔD±S.D (x10-6) Δm±S.D (ng cm-2)

Chi–Alg -190.6±17.6 1.95±0.47 1124±104

ChiC–Alg -217.9±8.8 4.13±1.66 1285±52

1283±103Chi–AlgC

ChiC–AlgC

-217.4±17.4

-222.2±20.4

6.16±2.97

5.16±0.21 1311±121
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S3 QCM-D: pH cycles 

Figure S6 displays QCM-D data obtained for the pH cycles (3 replicas for each multilayer 

system). It can be seen that Chi-Alg and ChiC-Alg multilayers show large shifts at each cycle, 

which seem to grow in magnitude after each cycle as well. This can suggest lack of covalent 

bonds that could preserve the structural integrity of the multilayer. Conversely, Chi-AlgC and 

ChiC-AlgC multilayers show relatively smaller shifts, which also demonstrate less dependence 

on the number of cycles. This observation suggests improved stability of the multilayer 

through covalent cross-linking, mediated by catechol-amine interactions.

Figure S6 QCM-D data for pH cycles of different complexes 
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Table S2 also provides the calculated hysteresis after three pH cycles, i.e., the relative shifts 

in F and D baselines after the third cycle. The trends here also hint to lack of cross-linking in 

case of Chi-Alg and ChiC-Alg multilayers as indicated by rather large hysteresis in both F and 

D, suggesting irreversible structural changes in the multilayers. Conversely, Chi-AlgC and ChiC-

AlgC multilayers are characterized by relatively smaller hysteresis in F and negligible baseline 

shift in D, which can hint to a reversible swelling-collapse cycles due to efficient cross-linking. 

Table S2 baseline shift (hysteresis = baseline after 3rd cycle - baseline before 1st cycle) 

as a result of three pH cycles 

Sample
D hysteresis after 

three pH cycle test

∆D at Mean ± 

S.D

F hysteresis after 

three pH cycle test

∆F at Mean 

± S.D

1 39.62 -169.05

2 10.52 -161.22Chi-Alg

3 6.73

18.96±18.0

0
-131.21

-

153.83±19.97

1 2.27 -54.45

2 23.13 -150.19ChiC-Alg

3 14.04

13.15±10.4

6
-130.59

-

111.74±50.58

1 -0.19 -28.03

2 0.06 -16.12Chi-AlgC

3 -0.90

-0.34±0.50

-87.13

-43.76±38.03

1 0.32 -14.55

2 2.59 -22.75
ChiC-

AlgC
3 0.09

1.00±1.38

-10.78

-16.03±6.12
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A biomimetic water-resistant adhesive based on -polylysine/tannic acid complexation 
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Abstract: This study investigates the potential of combining ε-polylysine and tannic acid to 

develop bio-based adhesives with enhanced water resistance. The two biomolecules 

exhibited complexation/precipitation in aqueous solutions with a pH range of 5-9. Water-

based adhesives were prepared using complexes formed at pH 5, 7, and 9, followed by 

evaluating their adhesion properties in both dry and wet lap shear tests. The complexes 

prepared at higher pH values showed larger adhesion strength and improved water resistance. 

To further enhance the adhesive properties, an epoxide-based reagent was utilized to double-

cross-link the complexes, resulting in a lap shear strength of ~2 MPa after being submerged 

in water for 7 days.   

Keywords: bio-based adhesive, water resistance, polylysine, tannic acid, marine-

inspired adhesive 
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1. Introduction

Extensive research is dedicated to the development of novel adhesives from renewable and 

less hazardous resources, known as bio-based adhesives.1,2 Several challenges need to be 

tackled on this path, with one notable obstacle being the poor water resistance of bio-based 

adhesives.3–6 Most biomacromolecules used in developing bio-based adhesives show 

significant water adsorption and swelling. As a result, such adhesives cannot maintain 

bonding in humid or wet environments, which limits their widespread use.7 To overcome this 

challenge, research is focused on exploring innovative strategies to improve the water 

resistance of bio-based adhesives.8–11 

The emulation of adhesion mechanisms found in marine organisms is being actively 

investigated as a promising strategy for the development of innovative adhesives.8,12 

Organisms such as sea mussels, have evolved intricate adhesion mechanisms that allow them 

to attach firmly to seashores and underwater environments.13,14 These natural adhesives, 

composed primarily of proteins, reveal that biomolecules with precisely optimized 

compositions could exhibit remarkable water resistance. Research is thus focused on (i) 

uncovering the underlying physicochemical mechanisms responsible for the wet adhesion of 

marine organisms and (ii) harnessing this knowledge to develop bio-based adhesives with 

enhanced water resistance.15,16 

Several mechanisms are suggested to play a substantial role in mussel adhesion,14 three of 

which have been taken as inspiration in our recent studies.11,17 The first mechanism revolves 

around the signature amino acid found in the mussel adhesive, i.e., l-3,4-

dihydroxyphenylalanine (l-DOPA). The catechol moiety of l-DOPA can form various 

covalent/non-covalent interactions,18 enabling robust interfacial adhesion to substrates of 
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different chemistries,19 as well as cross-linking and curing of the adhesive proteins.20 The 

second mechanism entails the synergistic effects of l-DOPA and lysine, or catechol–amine 

chemistry. This combination is proposed to facilitate catechol interaction with hydrated 

surfaces and regulate the cohesive strength of the adhesive through various pathways, 

including cation–π interactions, Michael addition, and Schiff base reactions.21 The third 

mechanism underlines the role of physical phase transitions of the mussel adhesive proteins, 

particularly through coacervation.22 This process leads to the formation of a condensed 

protein-rich phase, which exhibits a remarkable ability to spread onto underwater surfaces 

without dispersing in seawater.23,24

Therefore, as a potential strategy in developing water-resistant bio-based adhesives, one 

requires catechol or catechol-like groups, amine groups, and a complex condensed phase. 

This study aimed to explore a potential bio-based candidate that meets these criteria, i.e., ε-

poly-l-lysine (ε-PL) and tannic acid (TA). ε-PL is a natural polypeptide composed of lysine 

building blocks, which is generally recognized as safe (GRAS) and is commercially used as an 

antimicrobial food preservative.25 TA is a natural polyphenol with 2-12 galloyl (3,4,5-

trihydroxyphenyl) groups, which is also classified as non-hazardous.26 One of the primary 

reasons for choosing these two bio-based substances was their high water solubility (unlike 

most polyphenols and biomacromolecules), which simplifies the preparation process. 

However, we hypothesized that they, combined in a complex state, could exhibit water 

resistance given the similarities to the mussel glue chemistry. The amine–galloyl chemistry 

may mimic the interactions of lysine–Dopa and their corresponding benefits for wet adhesion. 

Moreover, our initial evaluations showed that the two biomolecules exhibit complex 

interactions leading to the formation of a dense precipitated phase. This material was 
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anticipated to show improved water resistance as compared to an adhesive composed of 

biomolecules in a non-condensed state. Therefore, various ε-PL–TA complexes were prepared 

under controlled conditions, and their adhesive properties and water resistance were 

assessed. 

2. Experimental Section

2.1 Materials: ε-polylysine (ε-PL, 95%) was obtained from Handary (Belgium). Tannic acid 

(TA, Mw = 1701.20 Da) and glycerol diglycidyl ether (GDE, Mw = 204.22 Da, technical grade) 

were purchased from Sigma-Aldrich. All solutions were prepared using ultrapure water 

(Arium® Pro) with a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ cm. pH adjustment was carried out using 10 M 

NaOH and 10 M HCl aqueous solutions. Other solvents used were of HPLC grade and were not 

subjected to further purification. Additional characterization data of reagents are available as 

Supporting Information (Section S1). 

2.2 Preparation of ε-PL–TA complexes: ε-PL (40 wt.%) and TA (20 wt.%) solutions were 

prepared in water without any pH adjustment. Once fully dissolved (after 2 h), the TA solution 

was added to the ε-PL solution in a 1:1 weight ratio under stirring. The resulting mixture was 

found to have a pH of ~2.3. The mixture solution was then subjected to different pH 

adjustments ranging from 3.0 to 10.0, and the resulting precipitate was collected by 

centrifugation at 6.5 K rpm min-1 for 10 min. The collected ε-PL–TA complexes were dried in 

a vacuum oven (Thermo Scientific, Germany) at 30 ℃ for two days. Subsequently, the dried 

complexes were finely ground using an agate mortar and stored in a desiccator. Additional 

characterization data of the dried ε-PL–TA complexes is provided as Supporting Information 

(Section S2). 
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2.3 Preparation of ε-PL–TA adhesives: ε-PL–TA adhesives were prepared by mixing ε-PL–TA 

complex powder with water in a 4:6 weight ratio (adhesive water content = 60 wt.%). In a 

separate set of adhesives, varying weight ratios of GDE were incorporated (Supporting 

Information, Section S4). 

2.4 Adhesion testing: The lap shear strength of the ε-PL–TA adhesives was evaluated using a 

testing system (Instron 34Sc, USA) equipped with a 2 kN load cell. Before testing, pre-cut 

aluminum substrates (L×W×H: 50 mm × 12 mm × 10 mm) were polished and cleaned with 

ethanol/acetone. The adhesive was then placed between two aluminum substrates with an 

overlap area of 12 mm × 12 mm and clamped together. The clamped specimens were 

thermally cured in an oven at 120 ℃ for 10 minutes. After cooling for 1 h, the specimens were 

subjected to single lap shear testing at a controlled rate of 1.5 mm min-1. To assess the water 

resistance of the adhesives, the cured specimens were immersed in water for 2 or 7 days, 

after which the lap shear strength was measured. 

2.5 Water solubility: The specimen (dried) was weighed (md) and then added to 15 ml of 

water, followed by vortex mixing at room temperature for 2 days, and then centrifugation 

(6.5 k rpm min-1 for 10 min). The collected precipitate was dried until a final constant weight 

was achieved (mr). The residual mass (RM) was calculated as (mr/md) × 100. 

2.6 IR Spectroscopy: ATR spectra of specimens were collected using a VERTEX80v Fourier 

transform vacuum spectrometer (Bruker Optics GmbH Fourier), equipped with a Germanium 

(Ge) on KBr beam splitter, a liquid N2-cooled HgCdTe detector, and a thermal globar radiation 

source. Dried powder specimen was placed on the Ge crystal close-knit. The sample spectra 

were recorded in blocks of 300 scans within the wavenumber range of 700 and 3800 cm-1, 

with a resolution of 2 cm-1. Using the same parameters, background spectra of the cleaned 
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Ge crystal were collected before and after sample measurements. The data were processed 

and evaluated with the OPUS-7.2 software (Bruker Optik GmbH, Germany). Briefly, the 

absorption spectra were obtained by averaging the sample and background scans, and further 

adjustments were made to correct for any residual water vapor absorption occurring in the 

atmosphere. Following this, a baseline correction was then performed. Finally, an ATR 

correction was applied to account for the wavelength-dependent penetration depth of the 

infrared probe beam. Curve Fitting: each spectrum was first normalized based on the 

absorbance of peaks in two different ranges: ⅰ) 1416 cm-1 to 700 cm-1, and ⅱ) 1050 cm-1 to 

700 cm-1 (Supporting information, Section S4). Wavelength within the ranges from 1250 cm-1 

to 980 cm-1 were selected for Voigt modeling. 

3. Results and discussion

3.1 ε-PL–TA complexation: Figure 1 depicts the chemistry, preparation, and characterization 

of ε-PL–TA complexes. ε-PL, a cationic polypeptide, becomes less charged with pH increment 

(pKa~9.4).27 TA, a polyphenol with multiple galloyl groups, undergoes two pathways with 

increasing pH: (i) deprotonation of hydroxyl groups, resulting in a negative charge (pKa~6.0),28 

and (ii) oxidation into quinone species. The amine and galloyl groups, as well as their 

corresponding forms at elevated pH, are expected to interact through a variety of physical 

(hydrogen bonding and ionic bonding)29 and chemical (covalent Michael addition30 and 

reversible Schiff base formation31,32) mechanisms, all of which are pH-dependent (Figure 

1b).18 As a result, the net interaction between ε-PL and TA is expected to be pH-dependent.

Figure 1c displays the effect of pH (3-10 range) on the complexation of ε-PL and TA. The initial 

pH of the mixture containing ε-PL and TA in a 1:1 weight ratio was ~2.3, and no cloudiness or 

precipitation was observed. However, increasing the pH resulted in 
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complexation/precipitation, particularly within the pH range of 5-9 (as shown in Figure 1c, d). 

The absence of complexation/precipitation at pH<5, where TA is nearly uncharged,28 and at 

pH>9, where ε-PL is minimally charged,33 may suggest that ionic forces are the primary driving 

force behind the observed complexation/precipitation. An XPS analysis (Supporting 

Information, Section S2) indicated that the complexes produced at pH 5, 7, and 9 have a 

comparable ε-PL content, estimated to be ~50-60%. However, given that TA undergoes 

oxidation at ~ pH>7, the chemical structures and interactions of the complexes formed at 

different pH levels are expected to be different. This is evident from the color change (Figure 

1c) observed in the dried complex powders, transitioning from light beige (prepared at pH 5) 

to dark brown (prepared at pH 9).

To explore the interactions within the complexes, additional investigation was performed 

using ATR analysis (Figure 1e). In particular, the absorbance bands related to C=O and C=N 

stretching in the range of 1800-1400 cm-1 was investigated. Herein, the complexes prepared 

at higher pH appear to contain a larger content of these functional groups. The increased 

content of C=O (1630-1570 cm-1) groups can indicate a larger quinone content with increasing 

pH. These quinone moieties may form covalent bonds with the amine groups of ε-PL through 

Michael Addition and Schiff base reactions, producing C-N covalent bonds and 

dynamic/reversible C=N bonds, respectively. In Figure 1e, with pH increasing, a noticeable 

gain in the absorbance peak of both C-N (1150-1050 cm-1) and C=N (1700-1630 cm-1) bonds is 

also found, suggesting oxidative cross-linking reactions. Notably, the relatively larger increase 

in absorbance for the C=N bond, compared to C-N, as the pH increases from 5 to 9, suggests 

that Schiff base formation is the primary oxidative coupling reaction. A TGA analysis 

(Supporting Information, Section S2) also indicated increased thermal stability with increasing 

pH, which can further affirm covalent cross-linking at higher pH. Such covalent cross-linking 
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of ε-PL and TA is expected to reduce water solubility and swelling. Consequently, ε-PL–TA 

complexes prepared at pH 5, 7, and 9 were selected for further investigation of their adhesive 

properties and water resistance.

3.2 ε-PL–TA adhesives: Figure 2 compares the lap shear strength of ε-PL–TA adhesives (from 

complexes produced at pH 5, 7, and 9). To make the ε-PL–TA adhesives, the dried complex 

was mixed with water in a 4:6 weight ratio (Figure 2a). The resulting mixture was applied onto 

aluminum substrates, clamped, and subjected to thermal curing. Notably, it was found that a 

thermal curing process of 10 min at 120 °C was necessary for optimal adhesive performance 

(Supporting Information, Section S3). The bonded specimens were then tested either in dry 

state or after being submerged in water for 2 and 7 days. 

The lap shear adhesion data of ε-PL–TA adhesives under dry and wet conditions are compared 

in Figure 2b. It was found that complexes produced at higher pH levels result in greater dry 

adhesion strength (also see Supporting Information, Section S3). This finding confirms that 

changes in the chemical structure/interactions of the complex occur depending on the pH of 

the complex preparation. The enhanced adhesion strength might be due to mechanical 

reinforcement resulting from galloyl–amine covalent cross-linking. 

The adhesives' water resistance was demonstrated to follow a similar trend, with the 

adhesive produced from the pH 9 complex exhibiting the highest water resistance. After 7 

days of immersion in water, the adhesive specimens made from pH 5 and pH 7 complexes de-

bonded. The adhesive made from pH 9 complex maintained some level of adhesion (0.35 MPa, 

~15% of dry strength) under similar wet conditions. The increased water resistance of the 

complex made at pH 9 suggests higher cross-linking between ε-PL and TA. Comparison with 

the control specimen (aqueous solution of ε-PL (20 wt.%) and TA (20 wt.%) as the adhesive), 
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indicates that complexation of ε-PL and TA efficiently contributes to water resistance. Despite 

both TA and ε-PL being highly water-soluble, their water resistance is overall improved when 

they are in a complex/condensed state. Additionally, when complexation is combined with 

chemical cross-linking (as seen for pH 9 complex), it provides even greater water resistance.

Further confirmation of the observed trends is provided by testing the water solubility of ε-

PL–TA adhesives (Figure 2c). Since both ε-PL and TA are highly soluble in water, the insoluble 

matter content can be attributed to the cross-linked part. The results indicate that the 

complexes prepared at elevated pH exhibit a larger insoluble content, providing additional 

evidence for covalent cross-linking between ε-PL and TA complexes formed at elevated pH.

3.3 Double-cross-linking via epoxide chemistry: Thus far, it is demonstrated that ε-PL and TA, 

both highly water-soluble, can be converted into a partly cross-linked and water-resistant 

adhesive by (i) complexation and (ii) controlling pH of complexation. However, it is worth 

investigating why the water resistance remains relatively low and whether it can be further 

enhanced. One potential reason for the relatively poor water resistance could be that the 

Schiff base bonds are the primary means of forming complex self-crosslinks (as argued in 

relation to Figure 1e). The imine bonds are reversible in nature,34 sensitive to acidic pH and 

moisture,35 and may alone not provide a prolonged source of cross-linking and water 

resistance.32 Though, regardless of having reversible bonds or not, a secondary source of 

cross-linking is anticipated to further reinforce the adhesives’ water resistance. 

Having amine and aromatic alcohol functional groups in the complex, epoxide chemistry 

(Figure 3a) as a promising cross-linking approach was investigated. GDE was selected 

considering its ability to function as a plasticizer and its overall safe profile.36–38 The epoxide 

groups on GDE may react with (i) the hydroxyl groups on TA, resulting in the production of 
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stable ether bonds (C-O),36,38,39 and (ii) the amine groups found on ε-PL, producing covalent 

C-N bonds.40,41 

The adhesion performance of ε-PL–TA adhesives, including 5 wt.% GDE (relative to the total 

dry content), is presented in Figure 3b. The optimal concentration of GDE was determined 

based on the adhesion strength and water resistance testing (Supporting Information, Section 

S4). The addition of GDE was observed to increase the dry lap shear strength of the complexes 

across all pH values. Notably, all the adhesives also exhibited enhanced water resistance. The 

adhesive made from pH 9 complex again demonstrated the highest water resistance, with a 

lap shear strength of 2.5 MPa (~70% of dry strength) after 2 days and 2.0 MPa (~55% of dry 

strength) after 7 days of submerging in water. Upon comparison with the control (aqueous 

solution of ε-PL 19 wt.%, TA 19 wt.%, and GDE 2 wt.%), the impact of complexation on water 

resistance is once again confirmed. 

The water-solubility test was conducted to further investigate the cross-linking effect of GDE. 

Upon comparing Figure 3c with Figure 2c, it becomes evident that the addition of GDE leads 

to an increase in the insoluble content of all complexes. For instance, at pH 9, the insoluble 

content was increased approximately from 80% to 90%. Similarly, the ε-PL–TA adhesive 

produced from the pH 9 complex exhibited the highest stability. Thus, it can be deduced that 

GDE induces a cross-linking effect that leads to a decrease in the solubility of the complex 

adhesive and an improvement in dry and wet lap shear strength. Notably, it appears that the 

highest reinforcing effect of GDE is found in the complex produced at pH 9, which may 

indicate that this sample has a larger net degree of cross-linking.

ATR analysis was conducted to examine the interactions of the adhesives including 5 wt.% 

GDE. The anticipated epoxide–hydroxyl and epoxide–amine reactions are expected to show 
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an absorption band in the range of 1150-1050 cm-1. Herein, the integrated area under the 

peak, as a measure of the net content of C-O and C-N groups, or as a measure of cross-linking, 

was compared for adhesives with and without GDE (Figure 4). For adhesives without GDE, it 

is shown that the integrated area decreases with increasing the pH of complex preparation. 

This may be due to the decreased number of hydroxyl groups resulting from the oxidation of 

TA. When adding GDE, the integrated peak area increases in general for all three complex 

systems, which may indicate further cross-linking. Notably, the adhesive made from pH 9 

complex showed the largest relative gain in peak area (when GDE added), which may suggest 

a larger cross-linking effect of GDE on this complex. 

Finally, dry and wet lap shear strength of the ε-PL–TA adhesive was compared with two 

commercial bio-based adhesives (UHU Glue and Pritt Glue) and several recently reported 

mussel-inspired bio-based adhesives (Table 1). The results show that ε-PL–TA/GDE exhibits 

higher adhesion strength in wet conditions compared to both the commercial controls and 

the bio-based adhesives reported in the literature, indicating the potential of this system for 

developing a new generation of bio-based adhesives with enhanced wet adhesion.

4. Conclusion

ε-PL and TA combined show promise as a compelling choice for developing bio-based 

adhesives with improved water-resistance. Both substances possess a relatively safe profile 

and readily dissolve in water, making them suitable for preparation methods. Additionally, 

the two components undergo complexation, which was demonstrated to enhance water-

resistance. Particularly, this complexation process is pH-dependent, meaning that the 

properties of the complex, including the adhesion properties, are adjustable by pH of complex 

preparation. Herein, it was demonstrated that complexes prepared at higher pH values 
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exhibit the highest dry and wet adhesion strength. Moreover, the amine- and galloyl-rich 

composition of ε-PL–TA allows for additional cross-linking chemistries. Herein, we 

demonstrated that by utilizing an epoxide-based reagent, it is possible to further cross-link 

the complex and enhance the water resistance of the adhesive.    
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Figure 1 -PL–TA complexation: (a) chemical structure and pH-responsive chemistry 

of ε-PL and TA, (b) possible chemical and physical interactions between the amine 

groups of ε-PL and the galloyl groups of TA, (c) preparation of ε-PL–TA complexes at 
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different pH values, (d) yield of complexation at different pH, (e) ATR spectra of 

complexes (dried powder) prepared at pH 5, 7, and 9.

Figure 2 ε-PL–TA adhesives: a) Preparation of ε-PL–TA adhesives from dried complex 

powders, b) lap shear adhesion strength of ε-PL–TA adhesives (from complexes 

prepared at pH 5, 7, and 9) measured dry and wet after 2 & 7 days of underwater 

immersion, c) insoluble matter (residual mass) of ε-PL–TA adhesives after 48 h of 

water immersion. 
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Figure 3 ε-PL–TA adhesives with GDE added as cross-linker: a) possible covalent 

cross-linking of GDE with ε-PL and TA, b) lap shear adhesion strength of ε-PL–TA 

adhesives with 5 wt.% GDE (from complexes prepared at pH 5, 7, and 9) measured 

dry and wet after 2 & 7 days of underwater immersion, c) insoluble matter (residual 

mass) of ε-PL–TA adhesives with 5 wt.% GDE after 48 h of water immersion. 
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Figure 4 ATR spectra of ε-PL–TA adhesives with and without GDE
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Table 1 Dry and wet lap shear adhesion strength of ε-PL–TA adhesive (from complex 

made at pH 9, with 5 wt.% GDE) compared with two commercial bio-based adhesives 

and literature. 

Adhesion in wet condition

Adhesive
Adhesion [MPa] in 

dry state [MPa]
Soaking time 

[hr]

ref

ε-PL–TA 3.36 ± 0.22 2.44 ± 0.42 48

UHU Glue 1.04 ± 0.27 0.58 ± 0.23 48

Pritt Glue 0.74 ± 0.3 - 48

Zein-TA 7.5 3.5 72 11

Gelatin-TA 6.3 0.3 24 11

Zein-catechol 7.5 ± 0.7 0.3 ± 0.2 24 42

PAE-TA 1.55 ± 0.08 0.26 ± 0.01 24 43

PLA-catechol copolymers 2.6 ± 0.4 1.0 ± 0.3 24 44
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A biomimetic water-resistant adhesive based on ε-polylysine/tannic acid complexation 

Junjie Kang, Saeed Zajforoushan Moghaddam, René Wugt Larsen, Esben Thormann* 

Department of Chemistry, Technical University of Denmark, 2800 Kgs. Lyngby, Denmark 



2 

S1. Characterization of ε-PL and TA: Figure S1 displays the 1H-NMR and 13C-NMR spectra of ε-PL 

used in this study, which is in accordance with previous reports.1 The NMR measurements were 

carried out on a Bruker Avance, 400 MHz using D2O as a solvent and TMS as an internal reference. 

The acquired data was processed with the software of Mestrenova 11.0.0. 

Figure S1 1H-NMR (top) and 13C-NMR (bottom) spectra of ε-PL 
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Figure S2 depicts the FTIR spectra of TA and ε-PL. The spectra were collected using a VERTEX80v 

Fourier transform vacuum spectrometer from Bruker Optics GmbH Fourier. The FTIR spectrum 

of TA (Figure S2a) exhibited peaks at 3640-3000 cm-1 and 1700-1630 cm-1, corresponding to the 

functional groups of O-H and C=O, respectively.3 Pure ε-PL (Figure S2b) displayed peaks in the 

range of 3500-3000 cm-1 (N-H stretching) and 1650-1550 cm-1 (N-H bending), which can be 

attributed to the amine functional group (-NH2-).4 

 

Figure S2 ATR spectra of (a) TA and (b) ε-PL. 
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2. Characterization of ε-PL–TA complexes: X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)

measurements were conducted using a Thermo Scientific K-Alpha X-ray photoelectron 

spectrometer equipped with a hemispherical analyser and an Al Ka micro-focused 

monochromator. Herein, the elemental content of nitrogen was used to estimate the content of 

ε-PL in ε-PL–TA complexes. As shown in Table S1, ε-PL–TA complexes are estimated to contain ~ 

50-60% ε-PL, depending on pH of complexation.

Table S1 XPS determination for ε-PL and TA weight ratio of dry complexes prepared at pH 5, 7, and 

9. (n=3)

Elemental weight ratio (%) Content of Ε-PL and TA 

C N O Ε-PL (wt.%) TA (wt.%) 

Polylysine (C6H12N2O) 65.448 20.255 14.297 100 - 

Tannic acid (C76H52O46) 60.621 - 39.379 - 100 

Complex-pH 5 61.245 9.9876 28.767 49.31 50.69 

Complex-pH 7 62.177 11.926 25.898 58.88 41.12 

Complex-pH 9 61.075 10.772 28.153 53.18 46.82 

TGA 5500 analyzer (Mettler Toledo, Guyancourt, France) was used to examine the thermal 

stability of ε-PL–TA complexes. Samples weighing ~3-5 mg were placed into a platinum pan and 

heated at a rate of 10 ℃ min-1 under a nitrogen flow of 20 ml min-1, within the temperature range 

of 25 to 800 ℃. The corresponding curves and their first derivatives (DTGA) for each specimen 

are presented in Figure S3. At 800 ℃, the residual weights of ε-PL and TA were approximately 7% 

and 25%, respectively. Both TA and ε-PL demonstrated two-step thermal degradation behaviors. 

For the ε-PL–TA complexes, a higher residual weight was observed compared to ε-PL and TA, and 
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a new step for thermal degradation was also detected, with pH 9 complex being in the top. These 

findings suggest that complexation at elevated pH appear to provide more covalent bonding 

between ε-PL and TA. 

 

Figure S3 a) TG and b) DTG curves of Ε-PL, TA, and three complexes prepared at pH 5, 7, and 9. 
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3. ε-PL–TA adhesive: curing optimization:

Thermal curing: we found that ε-PL–TA adhesive requires thermal curing to achieve maximal 

performance. This was based on observation of nearly-zero dry lap shear strength of specimens 

that were left to dry/cure at room temperature for 48 hr. Herein, the adhesive line after drying 

was found to be non-uniform and cluster-like rather than cohesive film. For this reason, we 

investigated thermal curing as a solution. It was found that a short thermal treatment appear to 

produce a sort of phase transition, yielding a uniform and homogenous adhesive film. 

Figure S4 Lap shear adhesion strength effect of temperature and time on mechanical properties 

The effect of curing temperature/duration on the adhesive properties of ε-PL–TA adhesive was 

then investigated. As shown in Figure S4, the lap shear strength of ε-PL–TA adhesives strongly 

depends on the curing temperature/time. When cured at room temperature, a poor adhesion 

strength ~ 0.25 MPa is found. Contrarily, curing at elevated temperatures significantly improved 
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the adhesive properties, depending on both curing temperature and time. Accordingly, curing at 

120 ℃ for 10 min was selected as the optimum condition.  

Figure S5 ATR spectra of dry ε-PL–TA complex and ε-PL–TA adhesive after thermal curing 

To explore possible cross-linking reactions induced by thermal curing,5 Fourier transform infrared 

(FTIR) spectroscopy was conducted (Figure S5). For this reason, for each complex, ATR spectra of 

complex powder and adhesive after thermal curing were first compared (left panel). The analysis 

was focused on two distinct regions of the spectra, before and after thermal curing:  

• C=O/C=N stretching in 1800-1400 cm-1

• C-O/C-N stretching in 1150-1050 cm-1

The peak at 1150-1050 cm-1 showed a minor decrease in intensity, which may hint to decrease in 

C-O content due to oxidation of TA. More importantly, the peaks at 1800-1400 cm-1 showed a
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more pronounced gain after thermal curing. Such gain can be attributed to the formation of C=O 

bonds due to TA oxidation, also may hint to formation of Schiff base bonds between TA and ε-PL. 

Notably, the effect of thermal curing herein is more pronounced for pH 5 and pH 7 complexes.  

Additionally, the ATR spectra of the three adhesives (made from pH 5, 7, and 9 complexes) were 

compared against pH 9 complex before thermal curing. Overall, it can be seen that the complex 

made at pH, before and after thermal curing, shows larger absorption in 1800-1400 cm-1 range, 

which can indicate higher level of oxidation and covalent cross-linking in this sample.  

Effect of pH: as discussed in the manuscript, the lap shear strength of the ε-PL–TA adhesive 

depends on the pH of complex preparation. Figure S6 depicts the dry lap shear strength of ε-PL–

TA adhesives prepared from complexes made at different pH value.  

Figure S6 Lap shear adhesion strength of ε-PL–TA adhesives as a function of pH values (curing at 

120 ℃ for 10 min, ε-PL 40 wt.% and TA 20 wt.%, red asterisk: no complexes formation). 
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Effect of TA concentration: we also investigated if the weight ratio between ε-PL and TA (when 

preparing the complex) has an impact on the lap shear strength of the adhesive. To do so, the 

concentration of TA in its initial solution was systematically varied, while keeping the mixing ratio 

fixed to 1:1. As shown in Figure S7, the amount of dried complex (precipitate) increased with the 

concentration of TA. However, no significant effect was found on the dry lap shear strength; 

hence, 20 wt.% TA solution was selected for the next studies.  

Figure S7 Lap shear adhesion strength of ε-PL–TA as a function of TA concentration; all complexes 

were made at pH 9, using 40 wt.% ε-PL solution, and a mixing ratio of 1:1.  
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 4. ε-PL–TA adhesives treated by GDE: Table S2 summarizes the composition of all adhesives 

prepared in this study.  

Table S2 formulation of ε-PL-TA adhesives with GDE treatment 

Adhesive  Mass of dry complex (g) Mass of Water (g) Mass of GDE (g) 

0% GDE 0.8 

1.2 

- 

2.5% GDE 0.78 0.02 

5% GDE 0.76 0.04 

10% GDE 0.72 0.08 

20% GDE 0.64 0.16 

 

Figure S8 Dry and wet lap shear strength of ε-PL–TA adhesives (prepared from the complex made 

at pH 9) with different GDE content  

Figure S8 depicts the effect of GDE content on the dry/wet lap shear strength of the ε-PL–TA 

adhesives. Overall, a rather monotonic grow in the dry lap shear strength was found, which can 

be attributed to both cross-linking and plasticizing abilities of GDE. However, it was found that 

the maximal wet lap shear strength is achieved at ~5% GDE (relative to the total dry content), 
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which may suggest that higher GDE content increases the soluble content of the adhesive and 

thus deteriorates water-resistance.  

ATR peak integral analysis: To assess the extent of crosslinking for different complexes, ATR 

measurements were conducted on ε-PL–TA adhesives with and without GDE treatment. As 

discussed in the manuscript, the integral area of the peak at 1150-1050 cm-1 was considered a 

measure of GDE cross-linking (content of C-O/C-N). Here, we studied if spectra normalization 

affects the observed trends in general. For this reason, the data were normalized using two 

different ranges of the spectra, i.e., 700-1416 cm-1 (Figure S9) and 700-1050 cm-1 (Figure S10). I 

was found that the trends remain consistent regardless of the normalization parameters.  

Figure S9 ATR spectra quantification based on the normalization in the range of 700-1416 cm-1. 
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Figure S10 ATR spectra quantification based on the normalization in the range of 700-1050 cm-1. 
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Abstract: This study presents a novel biomimetic material based on the mussel adhesive 

proteins (mfps). The mfps rendering mussels underwater adhesion contain amine groups, 

catechol groups, and undergo self-coacervation in the presence of salt. For the first time, 

we developed a material that mimics all three aspects in one molecule. Chitosan, a bio-

based material containing amine groups, was modified with catechol (0-50%) to replicate 

the functionality of mfps’ catechol groups. We studied the self-coacervation behavior of 

synthesized chitosan-catechol in the presence of NaCl (0-2 M). The phase separated 

material showed tunable physicomechanical properties, particularly underwater 

adhesion was found to be adjustable by both catechol content and amount of added salt. 

Moreover, an enzymatically catalyzed approach, using horseradish peroxidase and H2O2, 

was examined as a way to render the adhesive material curability. Our findings suggest 

that this biomimetic material has potential applications in various fields, including 

biomedical and environmental engineering. 

 

Keywords: mussel-inspired materials, chitosan, self-coacervation, wet adhesion,  
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Introduction 

The development of materials with novel functionalities such as underwater adhesion 

and self-healing has been greatly inspired by mussels.1 These biomimetic studies focus 

on replicating the main adhesion mechanisms of mussels,2 including catechol chemistry,3 

catechol-amine synergy,4 and coacervation of the mussel adhesive foot proteins.5 The first 

two mechanisms, which are linked to the mussel adhesive's chemistry, assist the adhesive 

proteins in establishing a range of physical and chemical interactions, enhancing 

interfacial adhesion as well as cohesive cross-linking between the proteins.6 The third 

mechanism pertains more to the physical properties of the mussel adhesive, suggesting 

that mussel adhesive proteins, in particular mfp-3, in the coacervate form can easily 

spread onto underwater surfaces without being dispersed into the water.7,8 

Various strategies have been employed in the design of mussel-inspired materials.9These 

include the functionalization of the target polymer with catechol moieties,10–13 blending 

the target polymer with plant phenolics,14–17 incorporation of polyamines as secondary 

cross-linkers,18,19 and adjusting the medium parameters to promote 

complexation/coacervation.20–22 However, a common requirement among these strategies 

is the inclusion of at least two components that possess both catechol and amine 

functionalities, and can undergo complexation/coacervation between them.  
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Mussel adhesive proteins, particularly mfp-3, undergo self-coacervation without the 

need for another complexing agent.7 This occurs due to the electrostatic screening in sea 

water where the relatively high ionic strength shields long-range electrostatic interactions 

between individual proteins and allows short-range inter- and intra-chain interactions in 

the form of cation-pi and pi-pi interactions.23 Drawing inspiration from this phenomenon, 

we hypothesized that other molecules with similar amine and catechol functionalities 

could also undergo self-coacervation, if short-ranged attractive interactions and long-

ranged electrostatic repulsion is balanced by addition of salt. 

We selected chitosan as a molecule with great potential, given its bio-based origin and 

amine-rich structure that could be easily functionalized with catechol moieties. We 

hypothesized that, by adjusting the pH and ionic strength of the medium, catechol-

functionalized chitosan (Chi-C) would undergo self-coacervation or more generally self-

complexation. To test our hypothesis, we synthesized Chi-C with varying catechol 

content and studied the physical phase transitions over a broad range of pH and ionic 

strengths. Our results demonstrated that the newly developed material exhibited wet 

adhesion capability and curability, among other potential functionalities.  

Experimental Section  

Materials: Chitosan (Chi, 75-85% deacetylated with low molecular weight), sodium 

cyanoborohydride (NaCNBH3,  95%, for synthesis), 3,4-dihydroxybenzaldehyde 
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(DHBA,  97%), horseradish peroxidase (HRP, lyophilized powder, ~ 150 U/mg), 

hydrogen peroxide (H2O2, 30 wt% in water), and sodium chloride (NaCl) were purchased 

from Sigma-Aldrich and used without further purification. All solutions were prepared 

using ultrapure water (Arium® Pro) with a resistivity of 18.2 MΩ cm. pH adjustment was 

conducted using a HCl solution. 

Table 1. Summary of the conditions employed for achieving various degrees of catechol conjugations. 

Target 

Samples 

Mass of DHBA 

added (g) 

Reaction 

time 

(hours) 

Reducing 

time 

(hours) 

Reducing 

agent 

pH Values 

For 

reaction 

For 

precipitate 

CHIc10% 0.16 1 

4 NaCNBH3 4.5 6.5 

CHIc20% 0.5 1 

CHIc25% 0.65 1 

CHIc30% 1.0 1 

CHIc40% 1.5 1 

CHIc50% 2.5 2 

Synthesis of catechol-substituted Chi: Chi-C with different catechol contents (10%, 20%, 

25%, 34% 43%, and 54%) were synthesized according to a previously reported method.12 

Details of synthetic method and polymer characterization are provided as supporting 

information (S1). 

Chi-C Phase separation: To prepare the Chi-C solution, a 1 mM NaCl solution at pH 3.0 

was first prepared. Next, 0.5 g of dried Chi-C powder was added to obtain a 50 mL Chi-

C solution at a concentration of 1 wt%. Once fully dissolved, the pH value was readjusted 

to 3.0 using a 1 M HCl. The solution was then transferred to 16 glass vials, each containing 

2.5 mL of the solution, for further phase separation testing. Subsequently, a 2.5 mL NaCl 
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solution (pH 3.0) with an ionic strength from 0.2 M to 4 M was separately added to ChiC 

solutions. After stirring, the solution was allowed to settle and centrifuged at 6500 

rpm/min for 5 minutes.  

Adhesion testing: An underwater adhesion test (Instron 34SC-2, 50 N load cell) was 

conducted on the aluminum substrates in a 1 mM NaCl solution. The Chi-C material (0.2 

g) was applied onto the bottom cylinder (diameter 20 mm) underwater, then the upper 

cylinder (diameter 10 mm) was lowered (vertical approach step) at a constant speed of 1 

mm min-1 until contact was made (set point: 10 N, duration: 60 s). The upper probe was 

then retracted with a speed of 1 mm min-1. The adhesion strength was calculated as the 

maximum recorded force on retraction normalized by the contact area. Data were plotted 

as mean ± standard deviation, calculated based on five replicates. To confirm the results, 

an additional independent experiment was performed.  

Chi-C curing: A covalent curing strategy was employed using HRP in the presence of 

H2O2.24 Chi-C25 coacervate was mixed with HRP and H2O2 in separate batches, with an 

optimized weight ratio of 1500: 1 (Chi-C25/HRP both in dried state) and 187.5:1 (Chi-

C25/H2O2). Specifically, 0.5 g of Chi-C25 coacervate was mixed with 100 µL of 0.1 wt% 

HRP as the first part, and 0.5 g of Chi-C25 coacervate was mixed with 100 µL of 0.8 wt% 

H2O2 as the second part. These two constituents were thoroughly mixed using a spatula 
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to achieve a uniform mixture, after which a color change and gelation occurred within a 

certain amount of time. 

Rheological measurements: To evaluate the gelation behavior of Chi-C25, rheological 

measurements were performed using a conventional rheometer (RSA Ⅱ, TA Instruments, 

USA) with a parallel plate geometry (diameter: 20 mm, gap distance: 0.5 mm). Strain-

sweep analysis was conducted at a fixed frequency of 10 Hz across a strain range of 0.01 

to 100%, with data points collected within 2 minutes. The effect of HRP/H2O2 on 

curability was investigated by treating Chi-C25 coacervate samples with or without 

HRP/H2O2, and their gelation behavior was examined. Additionally, the effect of curing 

time on gelation was studied. Specifically, Chi-C25 coacervate samples with HRP/H2O2 

treatment were cured for 15 minutes before testing, while samples without HRP/H2O2 

were tested similarly. To minimize the evaporation of water from the sample edges 

during the measurement, a humidity cover was placed around the sample. All 

experiments were performed at 25 °C. To validate the findings, an additional experiment 

was conducted. 

3. Results  

Our mfp3-mimetic material has (i) catechol groups, (ii) amine groups, and (iii) self-

coacervation functionality. Chitosan (Chi), in its pristine form, contains amine groups 

(pka ~ 6.5) that become protonated at low pH.25 This leads to inter- and intra-chain 
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electrostatic repulsions that cause stretching of the molecular chains and increase the 

distance between them. However, increasing the ionic strength of the solution reduces 

the range of these electrostatic repulsions, effectively screening the long-range repulsions. 

This leads to a reduction in the stretching of the Chi chains and promotes their approach 

towards each other where short-ranged attractive forces such as hydrogen bonding and 

van der Waals forces can kick in. For pure chitosan though, these short-range attractive 

forces are not expected to promote complexation or self-coacervation.26 By putting 

catechol on chitosan though, one can expect additional short-range attractive forces such 

as catechol-catechol (pi-pi) and catechol-amine (cation-pi), which are believed to be the 

source of self-coacervation in mfp3 as well. It should be noted that in this biomimetic 

approach, the focus is not exclusively on coacervation, but on the formation of a phase-

separated condensed material that is rich in polymer and possesses desired substantivity 

and flowing properties. 

3.1 Chi-C phase transition induced by NaCl 

Initially, we conducted an investigation into the phase behavior of Chi-C polymers with 

varying catechol contents in response to increasing concentrations of NaCl. To achieve 

this, a solution of Chi-C at a concentration of 1 wt.% in NaCl 1 mM with pH adjusted to 

3 was prepared. An equal volume of NaCl solution with a higher concentration was then 

added to the Chi-C solution. For instance, to attain a Chi-C solution with a NaCl 
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concentration of 100 mM, we mixed the Chi-C solution with NaCl at a concentration of 

200 mM. By adopting this approach, we ensured that the concentration of NaCl in the 

final solution was the only variable, while the polymer concentration and total volume 

remained consistent across all combinations.  

 

Figure 1. Phase separation of Chi-C solution at pH 3.0 effected on catechol content and ionic strength. The 

light green square represents a state of the clear solutions. Heavy green color means turbidity or cloudy, 

which can not use to test adhesion underwater. The blue squares indicate an injectable glue-like sample, 

but displays different properties with ionic strength increase. The pink squares display a solid-state sample, 

which is more like gum or rubber. 
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The phase diagram in Figure 1 shows the behavior of Chi-C solutions with varying NaCl 

concentrations and catechol contents. Different phase behaviors were observed based on 

the concentration of salt and catechol content of Chi-C. When the concentration of salt 

and catechol content were low (top left corner of the diagram: light green color), no phase 

separation occurred and Chi-C remained in solution. Conversely, as the concentration of 

salt and catechol content increased, phase separation occurred (bottom right corner of the 

diagram: colors in heavy green, blue, and pink). A certain minimum amount of catechol 

was required to initiate phase separation through the addition of salt. Notably, Chi and 

Chi-C10 solutions did not show any phase separation even in the presence of 2 M NaCl. 

Chi-C20 showed no clear phase separation up to 1 M NaCl either, but at 1.2 M NaCl, the 

solution turned cloudy, indicating the onset of phase separation, with precipitated 

material that could be collected by centrifugation. The minimum amount of salt required 

to initiate phase separation was observed to be dependent on the catechol content, Chi-C 

with higher catechol contents requiring less salt to undergo phase separation. 

The precipitated material collected at the onset of phase separation (green areas) did not 

exhibit strong cohesive properties, and shaking could easily re-disperse it into a cloudy 

mixture. Increasing the salt concentration beyond the onset of phase separation 

significantly affected the properties of the collected precipitate. Initially, a gel-like 

material (blue areas) was formed, followed by a more solid and rubbery material (pink 
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areas) at higher salt concentrations. Both of these phases rendered proper cohesively and 

homogeneity, but the gel-like phase showed more favorable flow properties. 

To more quantitatively compare the mechanical characteristics of the two types of 

precipitates, their underwater adhesion properties were examined. 

3.2 Adhesion Property 

Next, we explored the adhesion characteristics of Chi-C with varying catechol 

concentrations (20%, 25%, 34%, 43%, and 54%), which showed phase 

separation/precipitation when NaCl was added. We aimed to investigate how altering 

the catechol content and the amount of salt affected the properties of the precipitate. We 

focused on underwater adhesion since the design of Chi-C was inspired by mussel 

adhesive proteins, and we wanted to determine if this material could exhibit improved 

underwater adhesion. To evaluate the adhesive strength of the precipitate, we applied a 

specific amount of Chi-C precipitate (0.2 g) onto an aluminum substrate, submerged it 

underwater, pressed another aluminum substrate onto it, allowed it to dwell, and 

measured the maximum recorded force upon retraction using tensile mode. Figure 2 

displays the adhesion strength of Chi-C precipitates with varying catechol contents 

prepared by adding different salt amounts. It was found that the physical properties of 

the precipitate significantly affected the adhesion strength. The gel-like material in the 

blue bars had larger adhesion properties, supposedly due to its ability to flow and form 
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good contact between substrates, whereas the solid rubbery material in the pink bars was 

harder to flow and form contact area thus rendered reduced adhesion. 

 

Figure 2. Adhesion strength underwater as a function of ionic strength and catechol content. Blue bars 

indicate an injectable glue-like precipitate. Pink bars exhibit a solid-/rubbery-like precipitate. The data 

plotted as the average  standard deviations (n = 5). 
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Furthermore, we observed that both the catechol content and NaCl concentration affected 

underwater adhesion strength. For a fixed catechol content, adhesion strength increased 

with increasing NaCl concentration until an optimum point was reached. Further 

increase in NaCl concentration led to a decrease in adhesion strength, and this trend was 

more pronounced in the blue areas. The optimum NaCl concentration providing maximal 

adhesion strength decreased with increasing catechol content.  

Accordingly, the physical properties of the precipitate, dictated by the NaCl 

concentration and catechol content, are crucial determinants of the adhesion strength of 

the material.  

3.3 Enzymatic Curing  

Up to this point, we have demonstrated the versatility of utilizing salt-induced phase 

separation of Chi-C to create a single-component bio-based material with adjustable 

physico-mechanical properties and enhanced underwater adhesion. In order to further 

investigate the capabilities of this material, we set out to examine its chemical curability 

functionality. When employed as a coating or adhesive, the applied material is typically 

subjected to covalent reactions which serve to cure the material and significantly enhance 

its mechanical properties. Specifically, when wet adhesion is necessary, such as in the 

case of medical tissue adhesives, it is desirable for the mechanical properties to improve 
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and create a stronger bond after initial contact is made. Therefore, we conducted research 

to investigate the possibility of utilizing Chi-C as a curable adhesive material. 

The presence of catechol groups in the Chi-C material allows for a vast range of different 

curing strategies. Catechol oxidation can be achieved through various methods, 

including exposure to air, metal ions, heat, UV radiation, and enzymatic catalysis. For 

instance, it has been shown that UV radiation can be used to oxidize catechol and create 

cross-linkable curable materials. In a study by Hu et al., methacrylated Chi-C was quickly 

induced into an adhesive hydrogel with enhanced mechanical properties after UV 

radiation.27 The resulting photo-cross-linked hydrogel exhibited more than twice the 

adhesion strength as high as its original strength. Other examples from literature include 

the use of metal ions,28,29 enzymatic catalysis,30,31 use of strong oxidants such as 

periodate12,32 and heat oxidation33 to create cross-linked materials with desirable 

properties.  

The HRP-catalyzed oxidation of catechol is a process that involves the use of horseradish 

peroxidase (HRP) enzyme to catalyze the oxidation of catechol. This process can be 

combined with various oxidants to produce cross-linked polymers. Hydrogen peroxide 

(H2O2),34 sodium periodate (NaIO4),12,32 silver nitrate (AgNO3),35 and iron(III) chloride 

(FeCl3)28 are among the oxidants that have been utilized.6 For instance, Hou et al.36 

reported alginate-dopamine conjugates became gels due to the HRP-catalyzed chemical 

crosslinking in the presence of H2O2. The resulting hydrogels were systematically 
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explored how the mechanical strength and gelation behavior were influenced by H2O2 

concentrations.  

 

 

Figure 3. Mechanical properties investigation of Chi-C coacervate with and without HRP/H2O2. The 

rheological properties evaluated as a function of curing time a) in the beginning and b) curing after 15 

minutes. c) Compression and resilience behaviors. d) Tensile adhesion strength. Statistical analysis 

considered significant when p* < 0.001. 
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With the presence of nucleophilic amine groups on Chi-C, we conducted an investigation 

into whether a combination of HRP and H2O2 could be utilized in self-cross-linking Chi-

C. We chose to test Chi-C25 due to its favorable physical properties, including maximal 

adhesion performance (as shown in Figure 2), ease of application to a surface, and 

injectability. After optimizing the Chi-C/HRP/H2O2 mixing ratios (SI), we developed a 

two-part adhesive chemistry. The first part involved mixing Chi-C precipitate with HRP 

in a ratio of 1500: 1, while in the second part, Chi-C was mixed with H2O2 in a ratio of 

625:1. The two parts were hand mixed in a 1:1 ratio before being applied and tested as an 

underwater adhesive.  

Herein, we aimed to investigate the curability of ChiC coacervate with or without 

HRP/H2O2 treatment using rheological techniques. The viscoelastic properties were 

measured in a strain-controlled oscillatory mode with a fixed frequency at 10 Hz. The 

storage modulus (G’) and loss modulus (G”) were recorded within 2 minutes during the 

measurement, reflecting the elastic and viscous characteristics, respectively. G’ was used 

to evaluate the gel strength of ChiC coacervate and its resistance to deformation. The 

linear viscoelastic region (LVR) is generally used for evaluating elastic properties, as 

stress changes occur within this region without causing structural damage to the 

sample.37 For example, with GDE treatment, we expected that ChiC coacervates could 

exhibit enhanced G’ values within LVR. 
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Figure 3a displays the the gel evolution of ChiC coacervates influenced by HRP/H2O2 

treatment. To begin, ChiC coacervate with and without HRP/H2O2 treatment was placed 

onto the rheometer and then examined immediately. It was found that G’ and G” values 

were rather similar in the LVR (strain: 0.01%-1%), and G’ was larger than G”. These 

results suggest that ChiC coacervate treated by HRP/H2O2 exhibits relatively the same 

gel-like behavior as its original status. As the strain increased from 1% to 100%, G’ and 

G” values from ChiC coacervate with HRP/H2O2 treatment remained the same tendency. 

In contrast, G’ and G” values from ChiC coacervate without HRP/H2O2 treatment 

significantly decreased. The measurement was assumed to take 2 minutes from low strain 

to high, so curability could start occurring. Therefore, ChiC coacervate with HRP/H2O2 

treatment exhibited a slightly stronger resistance to deformation than its original status.  

To further confirm the occurrence of curability, we conducted a test (Figure 3b) to 

evaluate the effect of HRP/H2O2 treatment on the viscoelastic properties of ChiC after 15 

minutes. We observed that ChiC coacervate without HRP/H2O2 did not exhibit 

significant changes in G’ and G” values compared to the quick test. However, when 

treated with HRP/H2O2, ChiC coacervate showed at least two times higher G’ values, 

indicating that the curability of HRP/H2O2 can accelerate crosslinking and significantly 

improve the mechanical strength of the hydrogels.38 Furthermore, with increasing strain 

from 10%-100%, we noticed a slight decrease in G’ and G” values for ChiC coacervate 
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with HRP/H2O2 treatment. It is possible to speculate that prolonged curing time may 

lead to a decrease in gel strength and reduced resistance to deformation. 

Next, we examined the gel strength and resistance to deformation of ChiC coacervate 

using a visual demonstration. Briefly, ChiC coacervate with or without HRP/H2O2 was 

cured in room temperature for 15 minutes, followed by compression-release 

measurements. As shown in the figure 3c, a visible change in color from white to brown 

was observed in the HRP/H2O2 treated ChiC, indicating the occurrence of catechol 

oxidative crosslinking.39 Notably, the introduction of HRP/H2O2 enable to increase the 

rigidity of the gel network, resulting in higher compression strength and better resilience. 

These findings suggest that HRP/H2O2 curability can endow ChiC coacervate with a 

robust polymer network that could exhibit better wet performance. 

In addition, Figure 3d displays the adhesion strength measurements of ChiC coacervate 

with or without HRP/H2O2 curing underwater. For a given curing time (15 minutes), we 

observed that HRP/H2O2 curability significantly improved adhesion strength to ~ 550 

KPa, which was nearly twice as strong as that of ChiC coacervate without HRP/H2O2. In 

addition to HRP/H2O2, we noted that curing time also played an important role in 

adhesion strength. For example, compared to ChiC coacervate without HRP/H2O2, a 

one-minute curing did not exhibit any changes in adhesion strength. Overall, our study 

suggest that ChiC coacervate with HRP/H2O2 treatment can promote catechol oxidative 
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crosslinking and significantly improve its wet adhesion strength after 15 minutes of 

curability. 

Conclusion 

In summary, this mussel-inspired study has yielded a novel chitosan-based material with 

improved wet adhesive properties. Our innovative approach involves modifying 

chitosan with catechol and inducing phase separation by the addition of salt, resulting in 

a precipitate material. The material possesses crucial features, such as amine groups and 

catechol, similar to those present in the mussel adhesive plaque. Additionally, it 

undergoes phase separation, i.e., precipitation, by addition of salt, mimicking the self-

coacervation of mussel adhesive proteins. Our material displays outstanding underwater 

adhesion strength of ~250 kPa, which can be tuned by varying the catechol content and 

salt concentration. Additionally, we have demonstrated that our chitosan-catechol 

material can be cross-linked using catechol oxidation chemistry and enzymatic 

approaches. In conclusion, this research opens up an exciting avenue for developing 

novel adhesives, coatings, and hydrogels based on this material, i.e., salt-precipitated 

chitosan-catechol, for a wide range of biomedical applications.  
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S1. Synthesis/characterization of chitosan-catechol:  

In a volumetric flask, 2 g of chitosan was dissolved in 40 mL of water containing 0.8 mL of glacial 

acetic acid. The mixture was stirred overnight, and the pH was then adjusted to 4.5 using 1 M 

HCl. The resulting solution was clear and pale yellow in color. DHBA was dissolved in a 

water/methanol mixture (2:1 volume ratio, pH adjusted to 4.5) in various concentrations (see 

Table S1). The pH of the mixture was kept constant at 4.5 during the synthesis process. 

Next, a reductive amination reaction was conducted. 2.0 g solid NaCNBH3 was dissolved in water 

with a pH of 4.5 and added dropwise. After 4 hours, the pH was adjusted to 6.5 by adding 2 M 

NaOH dropwise under vigorous stirring to obtain precipitated Chi-C. The excess water was 

removed, and 50 ml 1 wt. % HCl solution was added to the reaction flask. The mixture was stirred 

to re-dissolve Chi-C. The solution was then dialyzed against HCl solution (pH 3-3.5) for 48 hours 

(in the beginning, four exchanges every 2h) using a regenerated cellulose dialysis membrane 

(MWCO: 3.5 KDa). The solution was lastly dialyzed against water for 4 hr, followed by freeze-

drying for two days. Around 1.8 g dried Chi-C product was obtained and stored in a desiccator 

at a temperature of -20℃, covered by aluminum foil for further use. Reactions mixtures and 

solutions were preserved from light during the entire synthesis and dialysis process. 
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To confirm/quantify the catechol substitution, Chi-C products were dissolved in acetate buffer 

(pH 3) at a concentration of 1 wt%. The solutions were then diluted to 0.1 mg/mL for UV-Vis 

testing. The absorbance was recorded over a range of 200 to 800 nm using a NanoDrop 2000/2000c 

Spectrophotometer (Thermo Fisher Scientific; Wilmington, USA). The absorbance peak at 280 nm 

(Figure S1), confirms catechol grafting. 

Figure S1. UV-Vis spectra of Chi-C solutions at 0.1 mg/mL 

Figure S2. UV-Vis standard curve using dopamine solutions 
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The degree of catechol conjugation was determined using a standard calibration curve (Figure 

S2). The absorbance intensity at 280 nm was measured for dopamine (DA) solutions of varying 

concentrations (0.002, 0.01, 0.02, 0.03, and 0.04 mg/mL).  

Table S1. Regent compositions of Chi-C synthesis and catechol content determinations 

Sample 

No. 

Chi 

(g) 

DHBA 

(g) 

Reaction 

time (h) 
Catechol content (%): UV-Vis test Average St. Dev. 

1 2 0.25 1 12.50391239 10.77381 10.53789 11.2 1.1 

2 2 0.5 1 19.73888056 18.71655 20.60393 19.7 0.9 

3 2 0.65 1 25.7155934 25.47967 24.45734 25.2 0.6 

4 2 1.0 1 34.28745787 34.13018 34.13018 34.2 0.1 

5 2 1.5 1 42.70204042 43.0166 43.88165 43.2 0.6 

6 2 2.5 2 51.90303255 54.81275 54.97003 53.9 1.7 
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S2. Preparation/Characterization of Chi-C precipitates  

Figure S3 shows the phase separation of Chi-C solutions for different catechol/salt 

combinations.  

Figure S3. Chi-C solutions at different ionic strength (M) and catechol contents; green: cloudy state, blue: 

injectable gel-like precipitate, pink: solid gummy-like precipitate  
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The Chi-C coacervate, which was prepared with a 25% catechol content and an ionic 

strength of 1.2 M, was selected as the sample for determining water content and as the 

wet adhesive for curability measurements. The amount of dried polymers was used to 

optimize both ratios of Chi-C/HRP and Chi-C/H2O2. 

To weigh the wet adhesive, the mass of the bare glass slide was measured firstly. Then, a 

certain amount of wet adhesive was added onto the glass slide, and the total weight of 

the wet specimen was recorded in the first column of Table S2. The specie was then 

transferred into a vacuum oven at 30 ℃ and weighed again after three days when it was 

completely dried. The specific data are shown in Table S2, and the water content was 

calculated using the fololowing equation: 

𝑊𝑎𝑡𝑒𝑟 𝑐𝑜𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡 (%) =  
𝐷𝑟𝑦 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒 − 𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑒

𝑊𝑒𝑡 𝑠𝑝𝑒𝑐𝑖𝑒 − 𝑔𝑙𝑎𝑠𝑠 𝑠𝑙𝑖𝑑𝑒 
∗ 100% 

Table S2. The water content of Chi-C adhesive determinations 

Wet species (g) Glass slide Dry species Water content (%) Average (%) S.D 

5.3143 4.8719 4.93877 84.88471971 

85.62 0.84 
5.64245 4.88879 5.00142 85.05559536 

5.31797 4.83411 4.90279 85.8058116 

5.30721 4.81346 4.87895 86.73620253 

There are two possible outcomes during phase separation: coacervation and precipitation. 

In coacervation, the polymers are concentrated on the top solution, which appears as 

liquid droplets. The phenomenon is different from precipitation, where a solid is formed 
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and droplets are no longer observed.1 In this study, Chi-C25 solutions with 1.2 M or 2.0 

M of ionic strength were used, which yielded a gel-like or rubber-like material, 

respectively. Figure S4 shows that a large amount of liquid droplets occurred in sample 

with a gel-like property (Figure S4a), while they were almost disappeared or 

disintegrated in the rubber-like sample (Figure S4b). These results suggest that samples 

with gel-like or rubber-like property underwent different phase separation processes. 

The gel-like samples were likely formed through coacervation, while precipitation 

occurred in the rubber-like material. 

 

Figure S4. Microscopic observation of top solution in samples with properties of: a) gel-like and b) 

rubber-like. 

As an additional investigation, Chi-C self-coacervation was partly studied at pH 5 as well. 

Chitosan, by increasing pH to 5, is expected to become less charged, which can affect the 

phase diagram compared to that obtained for pH 3. As shown in Figure S5, it was 

observed that cloudiness appeared earlier at pH 5 than at pH 3.0. For instance, Chi-C25 

solution exhibited the start of phase separation at 0.4 M of ionic strength at pH 5, while 

at pH 3.0, it was delayed until 0.9 M. The smaller amount of salt required to initiate phase 
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separation at pH 5 suggests a less charged network or a more complex crosslinking in the 

Chi-C solution. 

 

Figure S5. Phase diagram of Chi-C solutions at pH 5 
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S3. Optimization of enzymatic curing 

In this section, the optimal ratio of HRP and H2O2 for achieving a gelation time of a few 

minutes was found (Table S3). Chi-C25% coacervate was chosen due to its favorable 

physical properties to be used as an adhesive. On this basis, the following recipe was 

used for making the two-component adhesive: 

 Part A: Chi-C25% coacervate mixed with X

 Part B: Chi-C25% coacervate mixed with Y

Table S3. Curing Chi-C25% coacervate adhesive; varying ratios of HRP and H2O2 

Chi-C/HRP 

(Weight ratio) 

Chi-C/H2O2 

(Weight ratio) 
Description 

1500 

50 
Gelation time ~ 0.5-1 hr 

500 

625 Gelation time ~ 10-15 minutes 

1250 

Gelation time ~1-5 minutes 
3000 

5000 

6250 

150 

625 
For the optimized H2O2 concentration, increase HRP concentration 

allowed tuning the gelation time from ~30 min to ~30 sec.  

375 

937.5 

1875 

3750 

9375 

150 

6250 
For the lowest fixed H2O2 concentration, increasing HRP did not 

affect the gelling rate. All of samples showed a gelation time ~30 min. 

375 

937.5 

1875 

3750 

9375 
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Figure S6. Underwater adhesion of the optimized two-component Chi-C25% adhesive vs. time 

The gelation time of ~ 15 min was also confirmed by additional underwater adhesion data 

(aluminum substrates), as shown in Figure S6. Herein, it was found that adhesion 

strength grows with time and reaches a value of ~ 400-600 kPa after 10-30 min of curing. 
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